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ABSTRACT 
For the assessment of experimental measurements of focused wave 
groups impacting a surface-piecing fixed structure, we present a new 
Fully Nonlinear Potential Flow (FNPF) model for simulation of 
unsteady water waves. The FNPF model is discretized in three spatial 
dimensions (3D) using high-order prismatic - possibly curvilinear - 
elements using a spectral element method (SEM) that has support for 
adaptive unstructured meshes. This SEM-FNPF model is based on an 
Eulerian formulation and deviates from past works in that a direct 
discretization of the Laplace problem is used making it straightforward 
to handle accurately floating structural bodies of arbitrary shape. Our 
objectives are; i) present detail of a new SEM modelling developments 
and ii) to consider its application to address a wave-body interaction 
problem for nonlinear design waves and their interaction with a model-
scale fixed Floating Production, Storage and Offloading vessel (FPSO).  
We first reproduce experimental measurements for focused design 
waves that represent a probably extreme wave event for a sea state 
represented by a wave spectrum and seek to reproduce these 
measurements in a numerical wave tank. The validated input signal 
based on measurements is then generated in a NWT setup that includes 
the FPSO and differences in the signal caused by nonlinear diffraction 
is reported. 
KEY WORDS:  Spectral element method; high order numerical 
methods; unstructured meshes; fully nonlinear potential flow; focused 
wave; wave-body interaction; FPSO. 
INTRODUCTION 
Significant efforts have been made for several decades to develop 
reliable tools based on fully nonlinear potential flow theory that can 
handle real geometries of offshore structures and bodies, cf. Karimirad, 
Michailides & Nematbakhsh (2018). The most mature developments for 
industrial applications in coastal engineering and offshore engineering 
are of Boussinesq-type addressing the wave propagation problem, cf. 
Brochini (2013), however, these models can conventionally only handle  
the fluid-structure interaction problem for simple structures and bodies 
due to the depth-integrated assumption used in the derivation 
procedures. Even today, handling both the wave propagation problem 
and the wave-body interaction problem is challenging and is most often 
considered by hybrid modelling approaches where two different 
simulation tools are combined through weak coupling.  
To resolve these restrictions within a single numerical model, we focus 
on a complete modelling approach in the setting of potential flow that 
offer much more flexibility in the numerical discretization procedure. 
In this work, we propose a SEM-FNPF model, that can handle both the 
wave propagation problem and the wave-body interaction problem 
using a multi-element spectral element model that has support for 
adaptive unstructured meshes with curvilinear elements to represent 
arbitrarily shaped bodies. The model relies on the recent progress made 
in two spatial dimensions for a stabilized spectral element method for 
an Eulerian free surface flow model by Engsig-Karup, Eskilsson & 
Bigoni (2016) for the wave propagation problem, and Engsig-Karup, 
Montesering & Eskilsson (2018) on the stabilization of a Mixed 
Eulerian-Lagrangian (MEL) formulation. A recent description of state-
of-the-art for spectral element methods are given in Hui, Cantwell, 
Monteserin, Eskilsson, Engsig-Karup and Sherwin (2018). In this work, 
we present the new spectral element method in 3D based on an Eulerian 
formulation. We discard the -transformation that was used in Engsig-
Karup & Eskilsson (2016). To introduce a surface-piercing fixed body 
inside the fluid domain, we solve the Laplace problem and discretize 
this model equation directly and discretize using curvilinear high-order 
elements based on transfinite interpolation for the free surface layer of 
elements.  
WAVE BASSIN EXPERIMENTS 
The experiments we seek to reproduce in this work was conducted as a 
part of the FROTH project carried out at Plymouth University in the 
COAST Laboratory facility in UK. In the experiments a fixed scale-
model of a FPSO is considered and it is subjected to focused design 
wave events that are designed to be probable extreme events taken from 
an irregular sea state based on JONSWAP spectrums. The FPSO has a 
fixed position with a draft of 0.153 m in still water, a box length of 0.9 
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m from the centers of the semicircular bow and stern. The radii of the 
semicircular parts are 0.15 m resulting in a total length of FPSO of 1.2 
m (Model 3). The FPSO hull has vertical sides. The still water depth (h) 
in the part of the basin that contains the FPSO is 2.93 m and is the part 
that is considered in our numerical wave tank experiments. 
The purpose of the experiments was to assess factors such as wave 
steepness and wave run-up on FPSO hulls due to extreme wave events. 
We consider Part 1 of these experiments where waves of different 
steepness and angle of incidence are considered. We consider the 
incident angle of 0 degree only (Part I experiments) in this paper and 
compare the numerical results to the measured results obtained using an 
array of resistive wave gauges. Only access to partial results for the 
measurements with no FPSO in the basin have been provided as a part 
of the blind test experiment among different simulation tools. This 
work provides details of a new solver we have designed and proposed 
in connection with this blind test experiment and represent a 
contribution that is a result of our ongoing effort to produce new and 
improved numerical tools for nonlinear wave propagation and wave-
body interactions. Excellent numerical results for same experimental 
campaign have been produced using the QALE-FEM model is reported 
by Ma, Yan, Greaves, Mai & Raby (2015). 
GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
The governing equations for FNPF equations is expressed in the form 
of the Eulerian formulation expressed in terms of free surface only 
variables, cf. derivation in Engsig-Karup, Glimberg, Nielsen & Lindberg 
(2013). Let the fluid domain  be a bounded, connected domain
with a piece-wise smooth boundary . Let  be the
time domain. We seek a scalar velocity potential function 
 satisfying the Laplace problem 
  (1) 
Where  describes the still water depth, however, that is
assumed constant in this work. The temporal evolution of the water 
surface is described by . The notations are
illustrated in Fig. 1. The unsteady free surface kinematic and dynamic 
boundary conditions are expressed in the Zakharov (1968) form 
 (2) 
where we in the free surface equations eq. (2) have assumed the 
gradient definition , ’~’ is used to denote free surface 
variables defined at , and g is the gravitational acceleration 
defined to be 9.81 m/s^2. We note that the free surface equations have 
been expressed in terms of free surface variables only.  
To determine the wave-induced pressures at a fixed body, we can use 
Bernoulli’s equation 
  (3) 
which require the evaluation of . The density of the fluid is 
represented by  . Following the approach of Tanizawa (1995) which is 
used in the work of Monteserin, Engsig-Karup & Eskilsson (2018) in 
connection with their proposed spectral element method we determine 
 using the acceleration potential method. The pressures can be 
integrated to estimate forces on the structures, however, is not reported 
in this paper, since the aim is to compare to a few experimental 
measurement records for surface elevation only due to limited space. 
Figure 1. Notations used to describe the numerical model and 
numerical discretization. 
WAVE GENERATION AND ABSORPTION 
To generate waves in a wave maker zone and absorb waves in a sponge 
layer zone, we use the embedded penalty forcing technique that takes 
the form 
  (4) 
where  is the nonlinear right hand side functions of the semi-
discrete system of equations eq. (2) where , the relaxation 
functions  defined following Engsig-Karup (2006), and the 
source function  defines the analytical representation of the wave 
input signal. The parameter  is chosen equal to the time step size . 
NUMERICAL DISCRETIZATION 
The numerical discretization procedure for the Eulerian formulation 
described in Engsig-Karup, Eskilsson & Bigoni (2016) is followed for 
the free surface problem, however, is changed for the Laplace problem 
by discarding the -transformation.  
We form a partition of the domain to obtain a tessellation  consisting
of  non-overlapping regular elements  such that  with k 
denoting the k’th element. We introduce the finite element 
approximation space of continuous, piece-wise polynomial functions of 
degree at most P 
  (5) 
The weak formulation of the free surface equations takes the form. Find 
 where   such that 
 
  (6) 
For all . We introduce the finite-dimensional approximations 
 (7) 
Where  is the set of global finite element functions with 
cardinal property  at mesh nodes with  the Kronecker 
symbol. Substitute eq. (7) and the choice of test functions into eq. (6) 
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  =  ˜, on  FS
r2  = 0, in ⌦
r  ·rh = 0, on  b
<latexit sha1_base64="V3phd2Vj8ncjn5ZDhy2yOrcVTWA=">AAAC/XicbVJLb9QwEHbCq4TXFrhxsVi1QqJaZSskyqFSBRJwowiWVlpvVxPH2Vi1k9SeoC5RJP4KFw6AuPI/uPFvcDYr2mYZydLMN9/nedhRoaTFMPzj+ZcuX7l6be16cOPmrdt3eut3P9i8NFyMeK5ycxiBFUpmYoQSlTgsjAAdKXEQHb9o8gcfhbEyz97jvBATDbNMJpIDOmi67t1nRSo3dxlKFYuqCeotyk5KiClDcYpGV3lWL4FXoDUcVS/f1ZSxgGUQKTjabm8IuzL5T/ZGixmcKRo+43GObUhTurlLw61ggyUGuOsBDEpQdNHMWfippo9ph5Key5/W3WznAkdoC62MRy/MFwXTXj8chAujq85w6fTJ0vanvd8sznmpRYZcgbXjYVjgpGoKcyXqgJVWFMCPYSbGzs1ACzupFs9X0w2HxDTJjTsZ0gV6XlGBtnauI8fUgKnt5hrwf7lxicnOxL1DUaLIeFsoKRXFnDZ/gcbSCI5q7hzgRrpeKU/BrRDdj2mWMOyOvOqMtgfPBuHbJ/2958ttrJEH5CF5RIbkKdkjr8k+GRHuVd4X75v33f/sf/V/+D9bqu8tNffIBfN//QUL5fGt</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="V3phd2Vj8ncjn5ZDhy2yOrcVTWA=">AAAC/XicbVJLb9QwEHbCq4TXFrhxsVi1QqJaZSskyqFSBRJwowiWVlpvVxPH2Vi1k9SeoC5RJP4KFw6AuPI/uPFvcDYr2mYZydLMN9/nedhRoaTFMPzj+ZcuX7l6be16cOPmrdt3eut3P9i8NFyMeK5ycxiBFUpmYoQSlTgsjAAdKXEQHb9o8gcfhbEyz97jvBATDbNMJpIDOmi67t1nRSo3dxlKFYuqCeotyk5KiClDcYpGV3lWL4FXoDUcVS/f1ZSxgGUQKTjabm8IuzL5T/ZGixmcKRo+43GObUhTurlLw61ggyUGuOsBDEpQdNHMWfippo9ph5Key5/W3WznAkdoC62MRy/MFwXTXj8chAujq85w6fTJ0vanvd8sznmpRYZcgbXjYVjgpGoKcyXqgJVWFMCPYSbGzs1ACzupFs9X0w2HxDTJjTsZ0gV6XlGBtnauI8fUgKnt5hrwf7lxicnOxL1DUaLIeFsoKRXFnDZ/gcbSCI5q7hzgRrpeKU/BrRDdj2mWMOyOvOqMtgfPBuHbJ/2958ttrJEH5CF5RIbkKdkjr8k+GRHuVd4X75v33f/sf/V/+D9bqu8tNffIBfN//QUL5fGt</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="V3phd2Vj8ncjn5ZDhy2yOrcVTWA=">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</latexit>
h(x) :  b ! R
<latexit sha1_base64="5sXGbeeCiwHJmALv0+EeQqBlDYU=">AAACBHicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMMJgUSGVpUoQEo+pggHGggit1ITKcZ3Wqp1EtoOooiws/AoLAyBWPoKNv8FpM0DLka50dM69uvceP2ZUKsv6NmZm5+YXFktL5eWV1bV1c2PzVkaJwMTBEYtEy0eSMBoSR1HFSCsWBHGfkaY/OM/95j0RkkbhjRrGxOOoF9KAYqS01DF3+tWH/VP3AnGO7lI/c1XkcqT6vp9eZx2zYtWsEeA0sQtSAQUaHfPL7UY44SRUmCEp27YVKy9FQlHMSFZ2E0lihAeoR9qahogT6aWjLzK4p5UuDCKhK1RwpP6eSBGXcsh93ZlfKCe9XPzPaycqOPZSGsaJIiEeLwoSBlUE80hglwqCFRtqgrCg+laI+0ggrHRwZR2CPfnyNHEOaic16+qwUj8r0iiBbbALqsAGR6AOLkEDOACDR/AMXsGb8WS8GO/Gx7h1xihmtsAfGJ8/t0SYSw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5sXGbeeCiwHJmALv0+EeQqBlDYU=">AAACBHicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMMJgUSGVpUoQEo+pggHGggit1ITKcZ3Wqp1EtoOooiws/AoLAyBWPoKNv8FpM0DLka50dM69uvceP2ZUKsv6NmZm5+YXFktL5eWV1bV1c2PzVkaJwMTBEYtEy0eSMBoSR1HFSCsWBHGfkaY/OM/95j0RkkbhjRrGxOOoF9KAYqS01DF3+tWH/VP3AnGO7lI/c1XkcqT6vp9eZx2zYtWsEeA0sQtSAQUaHfPL7UY44SRUmCEp27YVKy9FQlHMSFZ2E0lihAeoR9qahogT6aWjLzK4p5UuDCKhK1RwpP6eSBGXcsh93ZlfKCe9XPzPaycqOPZSGsaJIiEeLwoSBlUE80hglwqCFRtqgrCg+laI+0ggrHRwZR2CPfnyNHEOaic16+qwUj8r0iiBbbALqsAGR6AOLkEDOACDR/AMXsGb8WS8GO/Gx7h1xihmtsAfGJ8/t0SYSw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5sXGbeeCiwHJmALv0+EeQqBlDYU=">AAACBHicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMMJgUSGVpUoQEo+pggHGggit1ITKcZ3Wqp1EtoOooiws/AoLAyBWPoKNv8FpM0DLka50dM69uvceP2ZUKsv6NmZm5+YXFktL5eWV1bV1c2PzVkaJwMTBEYtEy0eSMBoSR1HFSCsWBHGfkaY/OM/95j0RkkbhjRrGxOOoF9KAYqS01DF3+tWH/VP3AnGO7lI/c1XkcqT6vp9eZx2zYtWsEeA0sQtSAQUaHfPL7UY44SRUmCEp27YVKy9FQlHMSFZ2E0lihAeoR9qahogT6aWjLzK4p5UuDCKhK1RwpP6eSBGXcsh93ZlfKCe9XPzPaycqOPZSGsaJIiEeLwoSBlUE80hglwqCFRtqgrCg+laI+0ggrHRwZR2CPfnyNHEOaic16+qwUj8r0iiBbbALqsAGR6AOLkEDOACDR/AMXsGb8WS8GO/Gx7h1xihmtsAfGJ8/t0SYSw==</latexit>
z = ⌘(x, t) :  FS ⇥ T ! R
<latexit sha1_base64="lIvYMNTPRG6AjMp4EKFMbWJTH2A=">AAACFXicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBAUNGxE8AFCUFCPvqKBbAy9k0kyZGZ3mekV45Kv8OKvePGg4lXw5t84iTlotKChqO6mu8qPpDDoup/O0PDI6Nh4aiI9OTU9M5uZm780YawZL7JQhrrkg+FSBLyIAiUvRZqD8iW/8lsH3f7VDddGhMEFtiNeUdAIRF0wQCtVM+t3ex5HWLldw9Vd7wiUguvk8LzjoVDc0AsPQ+opwKbvJ2edaibr5twe6F+S75Ms6eOkmvnwaiGLFQ+QSTCmnHcjrCSgUTDJO2kvNjwC1oIGL1sagD1aSXq2OnTZKjVaD7WtAGlP/bmRgDKmrXw72f3QDPa64n+9coz17UoigihGHrDvQ/VYUuu1mxGtCc0ZyrYlwLSwv1LWBA0MbZJpG0J+0PJfUtzI7eTc081sYb+fRooskiWyQvJkixTIMTkhRcLIPXkkz+TFeXCenFfn7Xt0yOnvLJBfcN6/ANDqnsM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lIvYMNTPRG6AjMp4EKFMbWJTH2A=">AAACFXicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBAUNGxE8AFCUFCPvqKBbAy9k0kyZGZ3mekV45Kv8OKvePGg4lXw5t84iTlotKChqO6mu8qPpDDoup/O0PDI6Nh4aiI9OTU9M5uZm780YawZL7JQhrrkg+FSBLyIAiUvRZqD8iW/8lsH3f7VDddGhMEFtiNeUdAIRF0wQCtVM+t3ex5HWLldw9Vd7wiUguvk8LzjoVDc0AsPQ+opwKbvJ2edaibr5twe6F+S75Ms6eOkmvnwaiGLFQ+QSTCmnHcjrCSgUTDJO2kvNjwC1oIGL1sagD1aSXq2OnTZKjVaD7WtAGlP/bmRgDKmrXw72f3QDPa64n+9coz17UoigihGHrDvQ/VYUuu1mxGtCc0ZyrYlwLSwv1LWBA0MbZJpG0J+0PJfUtzI7eTc081sYb+fRooskiWyQvJkixTIMTkhRcLIPXkkz+TFeXCenFfn7Xt0yOnvLJBfcN6/ANDqnsM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lIvYMNTPRG6AjMp4EKFMbWJTH2A=">AAACFXicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBAUNGxE8AFCUFCPvqKBbAy9k0kyZGZ3mekV45Kv8OKvePGg4lXw5t84iTlotKChqO6mu8qPpDDoup/O0PDI6Nh4aiI9OTU9M5uZm780YawZL7JQhrrkg+FSBLyIAiUvRZqD8iW/8lsH3f7VDddGhMEFtiNeUdAIRF0wQCtVM+t3ex5HWLldw9Vd7wiUguvk8LzjoVDc0AsPQ+opwKbvJ2edaibr5twe6F+S75Ms6eOkmvnwaiGLFQ+QSTCmnHcjrCSgUTDJO2kvNjwC1oIGL1sagD1aSXq2OnTZKjVaD7WtAGlP/bmRgDKmrXw72f3QDPa64n+9coz17UoigihGHrDvQ/VYUuu1mxGtCc0ZyrYlwLSwv1LWBA0MbZJpG0J+0PJfUtzI7eTc081sYb+fRooskiWyQvJkixTIMTkhRcLIPXkkz+TFeXCenFfn7Xt0yOnvLJBfcN6/ANDqnsM=</latexit>
@t⌘ =  r⌘ ·r ˜+ w˜(1 +r⌘ ·r⌘) in  FS ⇥ T,
@t ˜ =  g⌘   1
2
⇣
r ˜ ·r ˜  w˜2(1 +r⌘ ·r⌘)
⌘
in  FS ⇥ T,
<latexit sha1_base64="0AaM25QJJ1p6uTtSzYClNNKp8PI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0AaM25QJJ1p6uTtSzYClNNKp8PI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0AaM25QJJ1p6uTtSzYClNNKp8PI=">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</latexit>
r = (@x, @y)
<latexit sha1_base64="4JIhdSM+DZ58GqngJX2kVSAssjE=">AAACBnicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrrepSkGARKkiZEUFdCEU3Lis4ttAZhjNppg3NZIYkI5bSnRtfxY0LFbc+gzvfxvSCaOsPgY//nJPk/GHKmdK2/WXl5uYXFpfyy4WV1bX1jeLm1q1KMkmoSxKeyEYIinImqKuZ5rSRSgpxyGk97F4O6/U7KhVLxI3updSPoS1YxAhoYwXFXU9AyOG87KUgNQMe3B/+YO8gKJbsij0SngVnAiU0US0ofnqthGQxFZpwUKrp2Kn2+8MLCaeDgpcpmgLpQps2DQqIqfL7oz0GeN84LRwl0hyh8cj9PdGHWKleHJrOGHRHTdeG5n+1ZqajU7/PRJppKsj4oSjjWCd4GApuMUmJ5j0DQCQzf8WkAxKINtEVTAjO9Mqz4B5Vzir29XGpejFJI4920B4qIwedoCq6QjXkIoIe0BN6Qa/Wo/VsvVnv49acNZnZRn9kfXwDD1GY/w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4JIhdSM+DZ58GqngJX2kVSAssjE=">AAACBnicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrrepSkGARKkiZEUFdCEU3Lis4ttAZhjNppg3NZIYkI5bSnRtfxY0LFbc+gzvfxvSCaOsPgY//nJPk/GHKmdK2/WXl5uYXFpfyy4WV1bX1jeLm1q1KMkmoSxKeyEYIinImqKuZ5rSRSgpxyGk97F4O6/U7KhVLxI3updSPoS1YxAhoYwXFXU9AyOG87KUgNQMe3B/+YO8gKJbsij0SngVnAiU0US0ofnqthGQxFZpwUKrp2Kn2+8MLCaeDgpcpmgLpQps2DQqIqfL7oz0GeN84LRwl0hyh8cj9PdGHWKleHJrOGHRHTdeG5n+1ZqajU7/PRJppKsj4oSjjWCd4GApuMUmJ5j0DQCQzf8WkAxKINtEVTAjO9Mqz4B5Vzir29XGpejFJI4920B4qIwedoCq6QjXkIoIe0BN6Qa/Wo/VsvVnv49acNZnZRn9kfXwDD1GY/w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4JIhdSM+DZ58GqngJX2kVSAssjE=">AAACBnicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrrepSkGARKkiZEUFdCEU3Lis4ttAZhjNppg3NZIYkI5bSnRtfxY0LFbc+gzvfxvSCaOsPgY//nJPk/GHKmdK2/WXl5uYXFpfyy4WV1bX1jeLm1q1KMkmoSxKeyEYIinImqKuZ5rSRSgpxyGk97F4O6/U7KhVLxI3updSPoS1YxAhoYwXFXU9AyOG87KUgNQMe3B/+YO8gKJbsij0SngVnAiU0US0ofnqthGQxFZpwUKrp2Kn2+8MLCaeDgpcpmgLpQps2DQqIqfL7oz0GeN84LRwl0hyh8cj9PdGHWKleHJrOGHRHTdeG5n+1ZqajU7/PRJppKsj4oSjjWCd4GApuMUmJ5j0DQCQzf8WkAxKINtEVTAjO9Mqz4B5Vzir29XGpejFJI4920B4qIwedoCq6QjXkIoIe0BN6Qa/Wo/VsvVnv49acNZnZRn9kfXwDD1GY/w==</latexit>
z = ⌘
<latexit sha1_base64="3DGnE126AXpppLrCIrlcghgQlXc=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6kEoevFYwbSFNpTNdtKu3WTD7kaopf/BiwcVr/4gb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwlRwbVz321laXlldWy9sFDe3tnd2S3v7dS0zxdBnUkjVDKlGwRP0DTcCm6lCGocCG+HgZuI3HlFpLpN7M0wxiGkv4RFn1Fip/nTVRkM7pbJbcacgi8TLSRly1Dqlr3ZXsizGxDBBtW55bmqCEVWGM4HjYjvTmFI2oD1sWZrQGHUwml47JsdW6ZJIKluJIVP198SIxloP49B2xtT09bw3Ef/zWpmJLoIRT9LMYMJmi6JMECPJ5HXS5QqZEUNLKFPc3kpYnyrKjA2oaEPw5l9eJP5p5bLi3p2Vq9d5GgU4hCM4AQ/OoQq3UAMfGDzAM7zCmyOdF+fd+Zi1Ljn5zAH8gfP5A9ekjtY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3DGnE126AXpppLrCIrlcghgQlXc=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6kEoevFYwbSFNpTNdtKu3WTD7kaopf/BiwcVr/4gb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwlRwbVz321laXlldWy9sFDe3tnd2S3v7dS0zxdBnUkjVDKlGwRP0DTcCm6lCGocCG+HgZuI3HlFpLpN7M0wxiGkv4RFn1Fip/nTVRkM7pbJbcacgi8TLSRly1Dqlr3ZXsizGxDBBtW55bmqCEVWGM4HjYjvTmFI2oD1sWZrQGHUwml47JsdW6ZJIKluJIVP198SIxloP49B2xtT09bw3Ef/zWpmJLoIRT9LMYMJmi6JMECPJ5HXS5QqZEUNLKFPc3kpYnyrKjA2oaEPw5l9eJP5p5bLi3p2Vq9d5GgU4hCM4AQ/OoQq3UAMfGDzAM7zCmyOdF+fd+Zi1Ljn5zAH8gfP5A9ekjtY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3DGnE126AXpppLrCIrlcghgQlXc=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6kEoevFYwbSFNpTNdtKu3WTD7kaopf/BiwcVr/4gb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwlRwbVz321laXlldWy9sFDe3tnd2S3v7dS0zxdBnUkjVDKlGwRP0DTcCm6lCGocCG+HgZuI3HlFpLpN7M0wxiGkv4RFn1Fip/nTVRkM7pbJbcacgi8TLSRly1Dqlr3ZXsizGxDBBtW55bmqCEVWGM4HjYjvTmFI2oD1sWZrQGHUwml47JsdW6ZJIKluJIVP198SIxloP49B2xtT09bw3Ef/zWpmJLoIRT9LMYMJmi6JMECPJ5HXS5QqZEUNLKFPc3kpYnyrKjA2oaEPw5l9eJP5p5bLi3p2Vq9d5GgU4hCM4AQ/OoQq3UAMfGDzAM7zCmyOdF+fd+Zi1Ljn5zAH8gfP5A9ekjtY=</latexit>
p
⇢
=  gz    t   1
2
r  ·r ,
<latexit sha1_base64="Z7xaYqMOm8McPlarEemkbuPkeSw=">AAACLHicbZDNSgMxFIUz/lv/qi7dBIvgQstMEdSFUNSFSwWrQqeUTJppg5lkSO4IdZgXcuOriOBCxa3PYWYcUFsvBL6ccy/JPUEsuAHXfXUmJqemZ2bn5isLi0vLK9XVtSujEk1Ziyqh9E1ADBNcshZwEOwm1oxEgWDXwe1J7l/fMW24kpcwjFknIn3JQ04JWKlbPfVDTWgaZ6mvByo7wrv9e7yL/XjAu5BDYXtZ2sh8SQJBcsenPQU/151utebW3aLwOHgl1FBZ593qs99TNImYBCqIMW3PjaGTEg2cCpZV/MSwmNBb0mdti5JEzHTSYtsMb1mlh0Ol7ZGAC/X3REoiY4ZRYDsjAgMz6uXif147gfCgk3IZJ8Ak/X4oTAQGhfPocI9rRkEMLRCquf0rpgNi8wEbcMWG4I2uPA6tRv2w7l7s1ZrHZRpzaANtom3koX3URGfoHLUQRQ/oCb2iN+fReXHenY/v1gmnnFlHf8r5/AIRrKhD</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Z7xaYqMOm8McPlarEemkbuPkeSw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Z7xaYqMOm8McPlarEemkbuPkeSw=">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</latexit>
 t
<latexit sha1_base64="aM0TT2XaeGy1p79gEKUTeGKu34c=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWMF0xbaUDbbTbt2swm7E6GE/gcvHlS8+oO8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUykMuu63s7K6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u1XDg6bJsk04z5LZKLbITVcCsV9FCh5O9WcxqHkrXB0O/VbT1wbkagHHKc8iOlAiUgwilZqdtOh6GGvUnVr7gxkmXgFqUKBRq/y1e0nLIu5QiapMR3PTTHIqUbBJJ+Uu5nhKWUjOuAdSxWNuQny2bUTcmqVPokSbUshmam/J3IaGzOOQ9sZUxyaRW8q/ud1MoyuglyoNEOu2HxRlEmCCZm+TvpCc4ZybAllWthbCRtSTRnagMo2BG/x5WXin9eua+79RbV+U6RRgmM4gTPw4BLqcAcN8IHBIzzDK7w5ifPivDsf89YVp5g5gj9wPn8ADOmO+Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aM0TT2XaeGy1p79gEKUTeGKu34c=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWMF0xbaUDbbTbt2swm7E6GE/gcvHlS8+oO8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUykMuu63s7K6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u1XDg6bJsk04z5LZKLbITVcCsV9FCh5O9WcxqHkrXB0O/VbT1wbkagHHKc8iOlAiUgwilZqdtOh6GGvUnVr7gxkmXgFqUKBRq/y1e0nLIu5QiapMR3PTTHIqUbBJJ+Uu5nhKWUjOuAdSxWNuQny2bUTcmqVPokSbUshmam/J3IaGzOOQ9sZUxyaRW8q/ud1MoyuglyoNEOu2HxRlEmCCZm+TvpCc4ZybAllWthbCRtSTRnagMo2BG/x5WXin9eua+79RbV+U6RRgmM4gTPw4BLqcAcN8IHBIzzDK7w5ifPivDsf89YVp5g5gj9wPn8ADOmO+Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aM0TT2XaeGy1p79gEKUTeGKu34c=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWMF0xbaUDbbTbt2swm7E6GE/gcvHlS8+oO8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUykMuu63s7K6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u1XDg6bJsk04z5LZKLbITVcCsV9FCh5O9WcxqHkrXB0O/VbT1wbkagHHKc8iOlAiUgwilZqdtOh6GGvUnVr7gxkmXgFqUKBRq/y1e0nLIu5QiapMR3PTTHIqUbBJJ+Uu5nhKWUjOuAdSxWNuQny2bUTcmqVPokSbUshmam/J3IaGzOOQ9sZUxyaRW8q/ud1MoyuglyoNEOu2HxRlEmCCZm+TvpCc4ZybAllWthbCRtSTRnagMo2BG/x5WXin9eua+79RbV+U6RRgmM4gTPw4BLqcAcN8IHBIzzDK7w5ifPivDsf89YVp5g5gj9wPn8ADOmO+Q==</latexit>
⇢
<latexit sha1_base64="HLFb3nbZEdsEWT4MBwFgf3tYjIU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lFUG9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsN83S/Qi7G6GE/gUvHlS8+ou8+W/ctDlo9cHA470ZZuZFKWfG+v6XV1lZXVvfqG7WtrZ3dvfq+wcPRmWa0IAornQvwoZyJmlgmeW0l2qKRcRpN5rcFH73kWrDlLy305SGAo8lixnBtpAGOlHDesNv+nOgv6RVkgaU6Azrn4ORIpmg0hKOjem3/NSGOdaWEU5ntUFmaIrJBI9p31GJBTVhPr91hk6cMkKx0q6kRXP150SOhTFTEblOgW1ilr1C/M/rZza+DHMm08xSSRaL4owjq1DxOBoxTYnlU0cw0czdikiCNSbWxVNzIbSWX/5LgrPmVdO/O2+0r8s0qnAEx3AKLbiANtxCBwIgkMATvMCrJ7xn7817X7RWvHLmEH7B+/gGjIGOGg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HLFb3nbZEdsEWT4MBwFgf3tYjIU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lFUG9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsN83S/Qi7G6GE/gUvHlS8+ou8+W/ctDlo9cHA470ZZuZFKWfG+v6XV1lZXVvfqG7WtrZ3dvfq+wcPRmWa0IAornQvwoZyJmlgmeW0l2qKRcRpN5rcFH73kWrDlLy305SGAo8lixnBtpAGOlHDesNv+nOgv6RVkgaU6Azrn4ORIpmg0hKOjem3/NSGOdaWEU5ntUFmaIrJBI9p31GJBTVhPr91hk6cMkKx0q6kRXP150SOhTFTEblOgW1ilr1C/M/rZza+DHMm08xSSRaL4owjq1DxOBoxTYnlU0cw0czdikiCNSbWxVNzIbSWX/5LgrPmVdO/O2+0r8s0qnAEx3AKLbiANtxCBwIgkMATvMCrJ7xn7817X7RWvHLmEH7B+/gGjIGOGg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HLFb3nbZEdsEWT4MBwFgf3tYjIU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lFUG9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsN83S/Qi7G6GE/gUvHlS8+ou8+W/ctDlo9cHA470ZZuZFKWfG+v6XV1lZXVvfqG7WtrZ3dvfq+wcPRmWa0IAornQvwoZyJmlgmeW0l2qKRcRpN5rcFH73kWrDlLy305SGAo8lixnBtpAGOlHDesNv+nOgv6RVkgaU6Azrn4ORIpmg0hKOjem3/NSGOdaWEU5ntUFmaIrJBI9p31GJBTVhPr91hk6cMkKx0q6kRXP150SOhTFTEblOgW1ilr1C/M/rZza+DHMm08xSSRaL4owjq1DxOBoxTYnlU0cw0czdikiCNSbWxVNzIbSWX/5LgrPmVdO/O2+0r8s0qnAEx3AKLbiANtxCBwIgkMATvMCrJ7xn7817X7RWvHLmEH7B+/gGjIGOGg==</latexit>
 t
<latexit sha1_base64="aM0TT2XaeGy1p79gEKUTeGKu34c=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWMF0xbaUDbbTbt2swm7E6GE/gcvHlS8+oO8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUykMuu63s7K6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u1XDg6bJsk04z5LZKLbITVcCsV9FCh5O9WcxqHkrXB0O/VbT1wbkagHHKc8iOlAiUgwilZqdtOh6GGvUnVr7gxkmXgFqUKBRq/y1e0nLIu5QiapMR3PTTHIqUbBJJ+Uu5nhKWUjOuAdSxWNuQny2bUTcmqVPokSbUshmam/J3IaGzOOQ9sZUxyaRW8q/ud1MoyuglyoNEOu2HxRlEmCCZm+TvpCc4ZybAllWthbCRtSTRnagMo2BG/x5WXin9eua+79RbV+U6RRgmM4gTPw4BLqcAcN8IHBIzzDK7w5ifPivDsf89YVp5g5gj9wPn8ADOmO+Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aM0TT2XaeGy1p79gEKUTeGKu34c=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWMF0xbaUDbbTbt2swm7E6GE/gcvHlS8+oO8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUykMuu63s7K6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u1XDg6bJsk04z5LZKLbITVcCsV9FCh5O9WcxqHkrXB0O/VbT1wbkagHHKc8iOlAiUgwilZqdtOh6GGvUnVr7gxkmXgFqUKBRq/y1e0nLIu5QiapMR3PTTHIqUbBJJ+Uu5nhKWUjOuAdSxWNuQny2bUTcmqVPokSbUshmam/J3IaGzOOQ9sZUxyaRW8q/ud1MoyuglyoNEOu2HxRlEmCCZm+TvpCc4ZybAllWthbCRtSTRnagMo2BG/x5WXin9eua+79RbV+U6RRgmM4gTPw4BLqcAcN8IHBIzzDK7w5ifPivDsf89YVp5g5gj9wPn8ADOmO+Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aM0TT2XaeGy1p79gEKUTeGKu34c=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q3oxWMF0xbaUDbbTbt2swm7E6GE/gcvHlS8+oO8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUykMuu63s7K6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u1XDg6bJsk04z5LZKLbITVcCsV9FCh5O9WcxqHkrXB0O/VbT1wbkagHHKc8iOlAiUgwilZqdtOh6GGvUnVr7gxkmXgFqUKBRq/y1e0nLIu5QiapMR3PTTHIqUbBJJ+Uu5nhKWUjOuAdSxWNuQny2bUTcmqVPokSbUshmam/J3IaGzOOQ9sZUxyaRW8q/ud1MoyuglyoNEOu2HxRlEmCCZm+TvpCc4ZybAllWthbCRtSTRnagMo2BG/x5WXin9eua+79RbV+U6RRgmM4gTPw4BLqcAcN8IHBIzzDK7w5ifPivDsf89YVp5g5gj9wPn8ADOmO+Q==</latexit>
@tf = Nf (x, t) + (1   (x))⌧ 1(fa(x, t)  f(x, t)), (x, t) 2  FS ⇥ T
<latexit sha1_base64="s8oUPFeSyB5ITjpqx+rNF5wSv8E=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="s8oUPFeSyB5ITjpqx+rNF5wSv8E=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="s8oUPFeSyB5ITjpqx+rNF5wSv8E=">AAACWHicbVHfaxNBEN477a9UbayPfVkMwgWbcCeC+iAUC7VPpWLTFrLpMbfZS5fu7p27c9Jw3D/ZB0H8V3xwL8mDtg4sfPPNN8zMt1mppMM4/hmEjx6vrW9sbnW2nzx9ttN9vnvuispyMeKFKuxlBk4oacQIJSpxWVoBOlPiIrs5bOsX34V1sjBnOC/FRMPMyFxyQE+l3ZKVYFGCSpHm9CNlGvCag6pPmjSPbvexT1/TKBmwGWgN0W2/zxCqq3qQNFGewlIxoEtpf5+ybxVM6SJj0rDPbddVffS1YSi1cPQs7fbiYbwI+hAkK9AjqzhNu3dsWvBKC4NcgXPjJC5xUrdbcyWaDqucKIHfwEyMPTTgx0zqhTMNfeWZKc0L659BumD/7qhBOzfXmVe2h7v7tZb8X21cYf5+UktTVigMXw7KK0WxoK3NdCqt4KjmHgC30u9K+TVY4Og/o+NNSO6f/BCM3gw/DOMvb3sHn1ZubJI98pJEJCHvyAE5JqdkRDj5QX4Ha8F68CsMwo1waykNg1XPC/JPhLt/AAYvr5Q=</latexit>
Nf (x, t)
<latexit sha1_base64="DDZquJ5KcSsrQAMt5z6MK+9LSkY=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pf0S7dDBahgpRUBHVXdONKKhhbaEOYTCft0MmDmYkYQv0VNy5U3Poj7vwbJ20W2npg4HDOvdwzx4s5k8qyvo3S0vLK6lp5vbKxubW9Y+7u3csoEYTaJOKR6HpYUs5CaiumOO3GguLA47Tjja9yv/NAhWRReKfSmDoBHobMZwQrLblmtR9gNSKYZzcT168/Hqsj5Jo1q2FNgRZJsyA1KNB2za/+ICJJQENFOJay17Ri5WRYKEY4nVT6iaQxJmM8pD1NQxxQ6WTT8BN0qJUB8iOhX6jQVP29keFAyjTw9GQeVc57ufif10uUf+5kLIwTRUMyO+QnHKkI5U2gAROUKJ5qgolgOisiIywwUbqvii6hOf/lRWKfNC4a1u1prXVZtFGGfTiAOjThDFpwDW2wgUAKz/AKb8aT8WK8Gx+z0ZJR7FThD4zPHzdmlAY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DDZquJ5KcSsrQAMt5z6MK+9LSkY=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pf0S7dDBahgpRUBHVXdONKKhhbaEOYTCft0MmDmYkYQv0VNy5U3Poj7vwbJ20W2npg4HDOvdwzx4s5k8qyvo3S0vLK6lp5vbKxubW9Y+7u3csoEYTaJOKR6HpYUs5CaiumOO3GguLA47Tjja9yv/NAhWRReKfSmDoBHobMZwQrLblmtR9gNSKYZzcT168/Hqsj5Jo1q2FNgRZJsyA1KNB2za/+ICJJQENFOJay17Ri5WRYKEY4nVT6iaQxJmM8pD1NQxxQ6WTT8BN0qJUB8iOhX6jQVP29keFAyjTw9GQeVc57ufif10uUf+5kLIwTRUMyO+QnHKkI5U2gAROUKJ5qgolgOisiIywwUbqvii6hOf/lRWKfNC4a1u1prXVZtFGGfTiAOjThDFpwDW2wgUAKz/AKb8aT8WK8Gx+z0ZJR7FThD4zPHzdmlAY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DDZquJ5KcSsrQAMt5z6MK+9LSkY=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pf0S7dDBahgpRUBHVXdONKKhhbaEOYTCft0MmDmYkYQv0VNy5U3Poj7vwbJ20W2npg4HDOvdwzx4s5k8qyvo3S0vLK6lp5vbKxubW9Y+7u3csoEYTaJOKR6HpYUs5CaiumOO3GguLA47Tjja9yv/NAhWRReKfSmDoBHobMZwQrLblmtR9gNSKYZzcT168/Hqsj5Jo1q2FNgRZJsyA1KNB2za/+ICJJQENFOJay17Ri5WRYKEY4nVT6iaQxJmM8pD1NQxxQ6WTT8BN0qJUB8iOhX6jQVP29keFAyjTw9GQeVc57ufif10uUf+5kLIwTRUMyO+QnHKkI5U2gAROUKJ5qgolgOisiIywwUbqvii6hOf/lRWKfNC4a1u1prXVZtFGGfTiAOjThDFpwDW2wgUAKz/AKb8aT8WK8Gx+z0ZJR7FThD4zPHzdmlAY=</latexit>
f = ⌘,  ˜
<latexit sha1_base64="YkZgZFLPZ3Y6OttWgvlSTovHL70=">AAAB+3icbVBNS8NAEN34WetXtEcvwSJ4kJKKoB6EohePFYwtNKFsNpN26eaD3YkQQv0rXjyoePWPePPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZ56eCK7Ttb2NpeWV1bb2yUd3c2t7ZNff2H1SSSQYOS0Qiuz5VIHgMDnIU0E0l0MgX0PFHNxO/8whS8SS+xzwFL6KDmIecUdRS36yFVy4gPXGRiwAKNx3ycd+s2w17CmuRNEtSJyXaffPLDRKWRRAjE1SpXtNO0SuoRM4EjKtupiClbEQH0NM0phEor5geP7aOtBJYYSJ1xWhN1d8TBY2UyiNfd0YUh2rem4j/eb0Mwwuv4HGaIcRstijMhIWJNUnCCrgEhiLXhDLJ9a0WG1JJGeq8qjqE5vzLi8Q5bVw27Luzeuu6TKNCDsghOSZNck5a5Ja0iUMYyckzeSVvxpPxYrwbH7PWJaOcqZE/MD5/ACJplKQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YkZgZFLPZ3Y6OttWgvlSTovHL70=">AAAB+3icbVBNS8NAEN34WetXtEcvwSJ4kJKKoB6EohePFYwtNKFsNpN26eaD3YkQQv0rXjyoePWPePPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZ56eCK7Ttb2NpeWV1bb2yUd3c2t7ZNff2H1SSSQYOS0Qiuz5VIHgMDnIU0E0l0MgX0PFHNxO/8whS8SS+xzwFL6KDmIecUdRS36yFVy4gPXGRiwAKNx3ycd+s2w17CmuRNEtSJyXaffPLDRKWRRAjE1SpXtNO0SuoRM4EjKtupiClbEQH0NM0phEor5geP7aOtBJYYSJ1xWhN1d8TBY2UyiNfd0YUh2rem4j/eb0Mwwuv4HGaIcRstijMhIWJNUnCCrgEhiLXhDLJ9a0WG1JJGeq8qjqE5vzLi8Q5bVw27Luzeuu6TKNCDsghOSZNck5a5Ja0iUMYyckzeSVvxpPxYrwbH7PWJaOcqZE/MD5/ACJplKQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YkZgZFLPZ3Y6OttWgvlSTovHL70=">AAAB+3icbVBNS8NAEN34WetXtEcvwSJ4kJKKoB6EohePFYwtNKFsNpN26eaD3YkQQv0rXjyoePWPePPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZ56eCK7Ttb2NpeWV1bb2yUd3c2t7ZNff2H1SSSQYOS0Qiuz5VIHgMDnIU0E0l0MgX0PFHNxO/8whS8SS+xzwFL6KDmIecUdRS36yFVy4gPXGRiwAKNx3ycd+s2w17CmuRNEtSJyXaffPLDRKWRRAjE1SpXtNO0SuoRM4EjKtupiClbEQH0NM0phEor5geP7aOtBJYYSJ1xWhN1d8TBY2UyiNfd0YUh2rem4j/eb0Mwwuv4HGaIcRstijMhIWJNUnCCrgEhiLXhDLJ9a0WG1JJGeq8qjqE5vzLi8Q5bVw27Luzeuu6TKNCDsghOSZNck5a5Ja0iUMYyckzeSVvxpPxYrwbH7PWJaOcqZE/MD5/ACJplKQ=</latexit>
0   (x)  1
<latexit sha1_base64="uIe5O2V5cTNc5tkUqiufpi7rKdQ=">AAAB/XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetXVDx5WSxCvZREBPVW9OKxgrGFJpTNdtsu3U3i7kYsoeBf8eJBxav/w5v/xm2ag7Y+GHj73gw788KEM6Ud59taWFxaXlktrZXXNza3tu2d3TsVp5JQj8Q8lq0QK8pZRD3NNKetRFIsQk6b4fBq4jcfqFQsjm71KKGBwP2I9RjB2kgde9/xOb1Hfh8LgauPx/nL7dgVp+bkQPPELUgFCjQ69pffjUkqaKQJx0q1XSfRQYalZoTTcdlPFU0wGeI+bRsaYUFVkOXrj9GRUbqoF0tTkUa5+nsiw0KpkQhNp8B6oGa9ifif10517zzIWJSkmkZk+lEv5UjHaJIF6jJJieYjQzCRzOyKyABLTLRJrGxCcGdPnifeSe2i5tycVuqXRRolOIBDqIILZ1CHa2iABwQyeIZXeLOerBfr3fqYti5Yxcwe/IH1+QPf5JRV</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uIe5O2V5cTNc5tkUqiufpi7rKdQ=">AAAB/XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetXVDx5WSxCvZREBPVW9OKxgrGFJpTNdtsu3U3i7kYsoeBf8eJBxav/w5v/xm2ag7Y+GHj73gw788KEM6Ud59taWFxaXlktrZXXNza3tu2d3TsVp5JQj8Q8lq0QK8pZRD3NNKetRFIsQk6b4fBq4jcfqFQsjm71KKGBwP2I9RjB2kgde9/xOb1Hfh8LgauPx/nL7dgVp+bkQPPELUgFCjQ69pffjUkqaKQJx0q1XSfRQYalZoTTcdlPFU0wGeI+bRsaYUFVkOXrj9GRUbqoF0tTkUa5+nsiw0KpkQhNp8B6oGa9ifif10517zzIWJSkmkZk+lEv5UjHaJIF6jJJieYjQzCRzOyKyABLTLRJrGxCcGdPnifeSe2i5tycVuqXRRolOIBDqIILZ1CHa2iABwQyeIZXeLOerBfr3fqYti5Yxcwe/IH1+QPf5JRV</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uIe5O2V5cTNc5tkUqiufpi7rKdQ=">AAAB/XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetXVDx5WSxCvZREBPVW9OKxgrGFJpTNdtsu3U3i7kYsoeBf8eJBxav/w5v/xm2ag7Y+GHj73gw788KEM6Ud59taWFxaXlktrZXXNza3tu2d3TsVp5JQj8Q8lq0QK8pZRD3NNKetRFIsQk6b4fBq4jcfqFQsjm71KKGBwP2I9RjB2kgde9/xOb1Hfh8LgauPx/nL7dgVp+bkQPPELUgFCjQ69pffjUkqaKQJx0q1XSfRQYalZoTTcdlPFU0wGeI+bRsaYUFVkOXrj9GRUbqoF0tTkUa5+nsiw0KpkQhNp8B6oGa9ifif10517zzIWJSkmkZk+lEv5UjHaJIF6jJJieYjQzCRzOyKyABLTLRJrGxCcGdPnifeSe2i5tycVuqXRRolOIBDqIILZ1CHa2iABwQyeIZXeLOerBfr3fqYti5Yxcwe/IH1+QPf5JRV</latexit>
fa(x, t)
<latexit sha1_base64="M7LPao9GatqcdwdqkAK1X9w01as=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BItQQUoignorevFYwdhCG8pmu2mXbjZxdyKW0D/hxYOKV3+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Rsf5tgpLyyura8X10sbm1vZOeXfvXseposyjsYhVKyCaCS6ZhxwFayWKkSgQrBkMryd+85EpzWN5h6OE+RHpSx5yStBIrbBLqk8neNwtV5yaM4W9SNycVCBHo1v+6vRimkZMIhVE67brJOhnRCGngo1LnVSzhNAh6bO2oZJETPvZ9N6xfWSUnh3GypREe6r+nshIpPUoCkxnRHCg572J+J/XTjG88DMukxSZpLNFYSpsjO3J83aPK0ZRjAwhVHFzq00HRBGKJqKSCcGdf3mReKe1y5pze1apX+VpFOEADqEKLpxDHW6gAR5QEPAMr/BmPVgv1rv1MWstWPnMPvyB9fkDiWqPLA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="M7LPao9GatqcdwdqkAK1X9w01as=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BItQQUoignorevFYwdhCG8pmu2mXbjZxdyKW0D/hxYOKV3+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Rsf5tgpLyyura8X10sbm1vZOeXfvXseposyjsYhVKyCaCS6ZhxwFayWKkSgQrBkMryd+85EpzWN5h6OE+RHpSx5yStBIrbBLqk8neNwtV5yaM4W9SNycVCBHo1v+6vRimkZMIhVE67brJOhnRCGngo1LnVSzhNAh6bO2oZJETPvZ9N6xfWSUnh3GypREe6r+nshIpPUoCkxnRHCg572J+J/XTjG88DMukxSZpLNFYSpsjO3J83aPK0ZRjAwhVHFzq00HRBGKJqKSCcGdf3mReKe1y5pze1apX+VpFOEADqEKLpxDHW6gAR5QEPAMr/BmPVgv1rv1MWstWPnMPvyB9fkDiWqPLA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="M7LPao9GatqcdwdqkAK1X9w01as=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BItQQUoignorevFYwdhCG8pmu2mXbjZxdyKW0D/hxYOKV3+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Rsf5tgpLyyura8X10sbm1vZOeXfvXseposyjsYhVKyCaCS6ZhxwFayWKkSgQrBkMryd+85EpzWN5h6OE+RHpSx5yStBIrbBLqk8neNwtV5yaM4W9SNycVCBHo1v+6vRimkZMIhVE67brJOhnRCGngo1LnVSzhNAh6bO2oZJETPvZ9N6xfWSUnh3GypREe6r+nshIpPUoCkxnRHCg572J+J/XTjG88DMukxSZpLNFYSpsjO3J83aPK0ZRjAwhVHFzq00HRBGKJqKSCcGdf3mReKe1y5pze1apX+VpFOEADqEKLpxDHW6gAR5QEPAMr/BmPVgv1rv1MWstWPnMPvyB9fkDiWqPLA==</latexit>
⌧
<latexit sha1_base64="jl2TQqe5wVFVleVplBGzK9k/+NI=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+he8eFDx6i/y5r9x0+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXplIYdN0vp7Kyura+Ud2sbW3v7O7V9w8eTJJpxn2WyER3Q2q4FIr7KFDybqo5jUPJO+HkpvA7j1wbkah7nKY8iOlIiUgwioXUR5oN6g236c5B/hKvJA0o0R7UP/vDhGUxV8gkNabnuSkGOdUomOSzWj8zPKVsQke8Z6miMTdBPr91Rk6sMiRRom0pJHP150ROY2OmcWg7Y4pjs+wV4n9eL8PoMsiFSjPkii0WRZkkmJDicTIUmjOUU0so08LeStiYasrQxlOzIXjLL/8l/lnzqunenTda12UaVTiCYzgFDy6gBbfQBh8YjOEJXuDViZ1n5815X7RWnHLmEH7B+fgGjgGOGw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jl2TQqe5wVFVleVplBGzK9k/+NI=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+he8eFDx6i/y5r9x0+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXplIYdN0vp7Kyura+Ud2sbW3v7O7V9w8eTJJpxn2WyER3Q2q4FIr7KFDybqo5jUPJO+HkpvA7j1wbkah7nKY8iOlIiUgwioXUR5oN6g236c5B/hKvJA0o0R7UP/vDhGUxV8gkNabnuSkGOdUomOSzWj8zPKVsQke8Z6miMTdBPr91Rk6sMiRRom0pJHP150ROY2OmcWg7Y4pjs+wV4n9eL8PoMsiFSjPkii0WRZkkmJDicTIUmjOUU0so08LeStiYasrQxlOzIXjLL/8l/lnzqunenTda12UaVTiCYzgFDy6gBbfQBh8YjOEJXuDViZ1n5815X7RWnHLmEH7B+fgGjgGOGw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jl2TQqe5wVFVleVplBGzK9k/+NI=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+he8eFDx6i/y5r9x0+ag1QcDj/dmmJkXplIYdN0vp7Kyura+Ud2sbW3v7O7V9w8eTJJpxn2WyER3Q2q4FIr7KFDybqo5jUPJO+HkpvA7j1wbkah7nKY8iOlIiUgwioXUR5oN6g236c5B/hKvJA0o0R7UP/vDhGUxV8gkNabnuSkGOdUomOSzWj8zPKVsQke8Z6miMTdBPr91Rk6sMiRRom0pJHP150ROY2OmcWg7Y4pjs+wV4n9eL8PoMsiFSjPkii0WRZkkmJDicTIUmjOUU0so08LeStiYasrQxlOzIXjLL/8l/lnzqunenTda12UaVTiCYzgFDy6gBbfQBh8YjOEJXuDViZ1n5815X7RWnHLmEH7B+fgGjgGOGw==</latexit>
 t
<latexit sha1_base64="TGYvpS7DVJmizVLiwiCTqzgD0cM=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q2oB48VjC20oWy2m3bpZhN3J0IJ/RNePKh49fd489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXplIYdN1vZ2l5ZXVtvbRR3tza3tmt7O0/mCTTjPsskYluhdRwKRT3UaDkrVRzGoeSN8Ph9cRvPnFtRKLucZTyIKZ9JSLBKFqp1bnhEinBbqXq1twpyCLxClKFAo1u5avTS1gWc4VMUmPanptikFONgkk+Lncyw1PKhrTP25YqGnMT5NN7x+TYKj0SJdqWQjJVf0/kNDZmFIe2M6Y4MPPeRPzPa2cYXQS5UGmGXLHZoiiTBBMyeZ70hOYM5cgSyrSwtxI2oJoytBGVbQje/MuLxD+tXdbcu7Nq/apIowSHcAQn4ME51OEWGuADAwnP8ApvzqPz4rw7H7PWJaeYOYA/cD5/APsRj3c=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TGYvpS7DVJmizVLiwiCTqzgD0cM=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q2oB48VjC20oWy2m3bpZhN3J0IJ/RNePKh49fd489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXplIYdN1vZ2l5ZXVtvbRR3tza3tmt7O0/mCTTjPsskYluhdRwKRT3UaDkrVRzGoeSN8Ph9cRvPnFtRKLucZTyIKZ9JSLBKFqp1bnhEinBbqXq1twpyCLxClKFAo1u5avTS1gWc4VMUmPanptikFONgkk+Lncyw1PKhrTP25YqGnMT5NN7x+TYKj0SJdqWQjJVf0/kNDZmFIe2M6Y4MPPeRPzPa2cYXQS5UGmGXLHZoiiTBBMyeZ70hOYM5cgSyrSwtxI2oJoytBGVbQje/MuLxD+tXdbcu7Nq/apIowSHcAQn4ME51OEWGuADAwnP8ApvzqPz4rw7H7PWJaeYOYA/cD5/APsRj3c=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TGYvpS7DVJmizVLiwiCTqzgD0cM=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokI6q2oB48VjC20oWy2m3bpZhN3J0IJ/RNePKh49fd489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXplIYdN1vZ2l5ZXVtvbRR3tza3tmt7O0/mCTTjPsskYluhdRwKRT3UaDkrVRzGoeSN8Ph9cRvPnFtRKLucZTyIKZ9JSLBKFqp1bnhEinBbqXq1twpyCLxClKFAo1u5avTS1gWc4VMUmPanptikFONgkk+Lncyw1PKhrTP25YqGnMT5NN7x+TYKj0SJdqWQjJVf0/kNDZmFIe2M6Y4MPPeRPzPa2cYXQS5UGmGXLHZoiiTBBMyeZ70hOYM5cgSyrSwtxI2oJoytBGVbQje/MuLxD+tXdbcu7Nq/apIowSHcAQn4ME51OEWGuADAwnP8ApvzqPz4rw7H7PWJaeYOYA/cD5/APsRj3c=</latexit>
 
<latexit sha1_base64="PHtNjW6na207435B/B6JIWe5ANM=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R1FvQi8cIbhJIljA7mU3GzGOZmRXCkn/w4kHFqx/kzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuurvilDNjff/bW1ldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4dNozJNaEgUV7odY0M5kzS0zHLaTjXFIua0FY9up37riWrDlHyw45RGAg8kSxjB1knNrmEDgXuVql/zZ0DLJChIFQo0epWvbl+RTFBpCcfGdAI/tVGOtWWE00m5mxmaYjLCA9pxVGJBTZTPrp2gU6f0UaK0K2nRTP09kWNhzFjErlNgOzSL3lT8z+tkNrmKcibTzFJJ5ouSjCOr0PR11GeaEsvHjmCimbsVkSHWmFgXUNmFECy+vEzC89p1zb+/qNZvijRKcAwncAYBXEId7qABIRB4hGd4hTdPeS/eu/cxb13xipkj+APv8wcIeY72</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PHtNjW6na207435B/B6JIWe5ANM=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R1FvQi8cIbhJIljA7mU3GzGOZmRXCkn/w4kHFqx/kzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuurvilDNjff/bW1ldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4dNozJNaEgUV7odY0M5kzS0zHLaTjXFIua0FY9up37riWrDlHyw45RGAg8kSxjB1knNrmEDgXuVql/zZ0DLJChIFQo0epWvbl+RTFBpCcfGdAI/tVGOtWWE00m5mxmaYjLCA9pxVGJBTZTPrp2gU6f0UaK0K2nRTP09kWNhzFjErlNgOzSL3lT8z+tkNrmKcibTzFJJ5ouSjCOr0PR11GeaEsvHjmCimbsVkSHWmFgXUNmFECy+vEzC89p1zb+/qNZvijRKcAwncAYBXEId7qABIRB4hGd4hTdPeS/eu/cxb13xipkj+APv8wcIeY72</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PHtNjW6na207435B/B6JIWe5ANM=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R1FvQi8cIbhJIljA7mU3GzGOZmRXCkn/w4kHFqx/kzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuurvilDNjff/bW1ldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4dNozJNaEgUV7odY0M5kzS0zHLaTjXFIua0FY9up37riWrDlHyw45RGAg8kSxjB1knNrmEDgXuVql/zZ0DLJChIFQo0epWvbl+RTFBpCcfGdAI/tVGOtWWE00m5mxmaYjLCA9pxVGJBTZTPrp2gU6f0UaK0K2nRTP09kWNhzFjErlNgOzSL3lT8z+tkNrmKcibTzFJJ5ouSjCOr0PR11GeaEsvHjmCimbsVkSHWmFgXUNmFECy+vEzC89p1zb+/qNZvijRKcAwncAYBXEId7qABIRB4hGd4hTdPeS/eu/cxb13xipkj+APv8wcIeY72</latexit>
Th
<latexit sha1_base64="Gp0HZpxzuEfDr+VoWyl8q2oi4es=">AAAB83icbVBNSwMxFHxbv2r9qnr0EiyCp7IrgnorevFYoWsL7VKyabYNTbJrki2Upb/DiwcVr/4Zb/4bs+0etHUgMMy8x5tMmHCmjet+O6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genj0qONUEeqTmMeqE2JNOZPUN8xw2kkUxSLktB2O73K/PaFKs1i2zDShgcBDySJGsLFS0BPYjAjmWWvWH/WrNbfuzoFWiVeQGhRo9qtfvUFMUkGlIRxr3fXcxAQZVoYRTmeVXqppgskYD2nXUokF1UE2Dz1DZ1YZoChW9kmD5urvjQwLracitJN5SL3s5eJ/Xjc10XWQMZmkhkqyOBSlHJkY5Q2gAVOUGD61BBPFbFZERlhhYmxPFVuCt/zlVeJf1G/q7sNlrXFbtFGGEziFc/DgChpwD03wgcATPMMrvDkT58V5dz4WoyWn2DmGP3A+fwB3ZJIY</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Gp0HZpxzuEfDr+VoWyl8q2oi4es=">AAAB83icbVBNSwMxFHxbv2r9qnr0EiyCp7IrgnorevFYoWsL7VKyabYNTbJrki2Upb/DiwcVr/4Zb/4bs+0etHUgMMy8x5tMmHCmjet+O6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genj0qONUEeqTmMeqE2JNOZPUN8xw2kkUxSLktB2O73K/PaFKs1i2zDShgcBDySJGsLFS0BPYjAjmWWvWH/WrNbfuzoFWiVeQGhRo9qtfvUFMUkGlIRxr3fXcxAQZVoYRTmeVXqppgskYD2nXUokF1UE2Dz1DZ1YZoChW9kmD5urvjQwLracitJN5SL3s5eJ/Xjc10XWQMZmkhkqyOBSlHJkY5Q2gAVOUGD61BBPFbFZERlhhYmxPFVuCt/zlVeJf1G/q7sNlrXFbtFGGEziFc/DgChpwD03wgcATPMMrvDkT58V5dz4WoyWn2DmGP3A+fwB3ZJIY</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Gp0HZpxzuEfDr+VoWyl8q2oi4es=">AAAB83icbVBNSwMxFHxbv2r9qnr0EiyCp7IrgnorevFYoWsL7VKyabYNTbJrki2Upb/DiwcVr/4Zb/4bs+0etHUgMMy8x5tMmHCmjet+O6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genj0qONUEeqTmMeqE2JNOZPUN8xw2kkUxSLktB2O73K/PaFKs1i2zDShgcBDySJGsLFS0BPYjAjmWWvWH/WrNbfuzoFWiVeQGhRo9qtfvUFMUkGlIRxr3fXcxAQZVoYRTmeVXqppgskYD2nXUokF1UE2Dz1DZ1YZoChW9kmD5urvjQwLracitJN5SL3s5eJ/Xjc10XWQMZmkhkqyOBSlHJkY5Q2gAVOUGD61BBPFbFZERlhhYmxPFVuCt/zlVeJf1G/q7sNlrXFbtFGGEziFc/DgChpwD03wgcATPMMrvDkT58V5dz4WoyWn2DmGP3A+fwB3ZJIY</latexit>
Nel
<latexit sha1_base64="pW7ICkj++BheC0JOW7OHx12rkgE=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqaQiqLeiF09SwbSFNpTNdtKu3eyG3Y1QQv+DFw8qXv1B3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmhQln2njet1NYWV1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHTS1TRdGnkkvVDolGzgT6hhmO7UQhiUOOrXB0M/VbT6g0k+LBjBMMYjIQLGKUGCs173oZ8kmvXPGq3gzuMqnlpAI5Gr3yV7cvaRqjMJQTrTs1LzFBRpRhlOOk1E01JoSOyAA7lgoSow6y2bUT98QqfTeSypYw7kz9PZGRWOtxHNrOmJihXvSm4n9eJzXRZZAxkaQGBZ0vilLuGulOX3f7TCE1fGwJoYrZW106JIpQYwMq2RBqiy8vE/+selX17s8r9es8jSIcwTGcQg0uoA630AAfKDzCM7zCmyOdF+fd+Zi3Fpx85hD+wPn8ARWvjv8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pW7ICkj++BheC0JOW7OHx12rkgE=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqaQiqLeiF09SwbSFNpTNdtKu3eyG3Y1QQv+DFw8qXv1B3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmhQln2njet1NYWV1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHTS1TRdGnkkvVDolGzgT6hhmO7UQhiUOOrXB0M/VbT6g0k+LBjBMMYjIQLGKUGCs173oZ8kmvXPGq3gzuMqnlpAI5Gr3yV7cvaRqjMJQTrTs1LzFBRpRhlOOk1E01JoSOyAA7lgoSow6y2bUT98QqfTeSypYw7kz9PZGRWOtxHNrOmJihXvSm4n9eJzXRZZAxkaQGBZ0vilLuGulOX3f7TCE1fGwJoYrZW106JIpQYwMq2RBqiy8vE/+selX17s8r9es8jSIcwTGcQg0uoA630AAfKDzCM7zCmyOdF+fd+Zi3Fpx85hD+wPn8ARWvjv8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pW7ICkj++BheC0JOW7OHx12rkgE=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqaQiqLeiF09SwbSFNpTNdtKu3eyG3Y1QQv+DFw8qXv1B3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmhQln2njet1NYWV1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHTS1TRdGnkkvVDolGzgT6hhmO7UQhiUOOrXB0M/VbT6g0k+LBjBMMYjIQLGKUGCs173oZ8kmvXPGq3gzuMqnlpAI5Gr3yV7cvaRqjMJQTrTs1LzFBRpRhlOOk1E01JoSOyAA7lgoSow6y2bUT98QqfTeSypYw7kz9PZGRWOtxHNrOmJihXvSm4n9eJzXRZZAxkaQGBZ0vilLuGulOX3f7TCE1fGwJoYrZW106JIpQYwMq2RBqiy8vE/+selX17s8r9es8jSIcwTGcQg0uoA630AAfKDzCM7zCmyOdF+fd+Zi3Fpx85hD+wPn8ARWvjv8=</latexit>
T kh<latexit sha1_base64="Y7egeR/TF3ToweMVZ+Cykud74wY=">AAAB93icbVBNS8NAFHzxs9aPRj16WSyCp5KIoN6KXjxWaGyhjWGz3bRLN5uwuxFq6C/x4kHFq3/Fm//GTZuDtg4sDDPv8WYnTDlT2nG+rZXVtfWNzcpWdXtnd69m7x/cqySThHok4YnshlhRzgT1NNOcdlNJcRxy2gnHN4XfeaRSsUS09SSlfoyHgkWMYG2kwK71Y6xHBPO8PQ1GD+PArjsNZwa0TNyS1KFEK7C/+oOEZDEVmnCsVM91Uu3nWGpGOJ1W+5miKSZjPKQ9QwWOqfLzWfApOjHKAEWJNE9oNFN/b+Q4VmoSh2ayiKkWvUL8z+tlOrr0cybSTFNB5oeijCOdoKIFNGCSEs0nhmAimcmKyAhLTLTpqmpKcBe/vEy8s8ZVw7k7rzevyzYqcATHcAouXEATbqEFHhDI4Ble4c16sl6sd+tjPrpilTuH8AfW5w9z25Mm</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y7egeR/TF3ToweMVZ+Cykud74wY=">AAAB93icbVBNS8NAFHzxs9aPRj16WSyCp5KIoN6KXjxWaGyhjWGz3bRLN5uwuxFq6C/x4kHFq3/Fm//GTZuDtg4sDDPv8WYnTDlT2nG+rZXVtfWNzcpWdXtnd69m7x/cqySThHok4YnshlhRzgT1NNOcdlNJcRxy2gnHN4XfeaRSsUS09SSlfoyHgkWMYG2kwK71Y6xHBPO8PQ1GD+PArjsNZwa0TNyS1KFEK7C/+oOEZDEVmnCsVM91Uu3nWGpGOJ1W+5miKSZjPKQ9QwWOqfLzWfApOjHKAEWJNE9oNFN/b+Q4VmoSh2ayiKkWvUL8z+tlOrr0cybSTFNB5oeijCOdoKIFNGCSEs0nhmAimcmKyAhLTLTpqmpKcBe/vEy8s8ZVw7k7rzevyzYqcATHcAouXEATbqEFHhDI4Ble4c16sl6sd+tjPrpilTuH8AfW5w9z25Mm</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y7egeR/TF3ToweMVZ+Cykud74wY=">AAAB93icbVBNS8NAFHzxs9aPRj16WSyCp5KIoN6KXjxWaGyhjWGz3bRLN5uwuxFq6C/x4kHFq3/Fm//GTZuDtg4sDDPv8WYnTDlT2nG+rZXVtfWNzcpWdXtnd69m7x/cqySThHok4YnshlhRzgT1NNOcdlNJcRxy2gnHN4XfeaRSsUS09SSlfoyHgkWMYG2kwK71Y6xHBPO8PQ1GD+PArjsNZwa0TNyS1KFEK7C/+oOEZDEVmnCsVM91Uu3nWGpGOJ1W+5miKSZjPKQ9QwWOqfLzWfApOjHKAEWJNE9oNFN/b+Q4VmoSh2ayiKkWvUL8z+tlOrr0cybSTFNB5oeijCOdoKIFNGCSEs0nhmAimcmKyAhLTLTpqmpKcBe/vEy8s8ZVw7k7rzevyzYqcATHcAouXEATbqEFHhDI4Ble4c16sl6sd+tjPrpilTuH8AfW5w9z25Mm</latexit> T kh ⇢ Th<latexit sha1_base64="DKoGbIR8Wg60yD5Ug5L2aCI4Ar8=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr6tLNYBVclUQEdVd047JCYwtNDJPppB06eTAzEUroD7jxV9y4UHHrB7jzb5y0WdjWAxcO59zLvfcEKWdSWdaPsbS8srq2Xtmobm5t7+yae/v3MskEoQ5JeCI6AZaUs5g6iilOO6mgOAo4bQfDm8JvP1IhWRK31CilXoT7MQsZwUpLvnnsRlgNCOZ5a+wPHoauzAJJFZqRfbNm1a0J0CKxS1KDEk3f/HZ7CckiGivCsZRd20qVl2OhGOF0XHUzSVNMhrhPu5rGOKLSyyffjNGJVnooTISuWKGJ+ncix5GUoyjQncWRct4rxP+8bqbCSy9ncZopGpPpojDjSCWoiAb1mKBE8ZEmmAimb0VkgAUmSgdY1SHY8y8vEuesflW37s5rjesyjQocwhGcgg0X0IBbaIIDBJ7gBd7g3Xg2Xo0P43PaumSUMwcwA+PrF/XtnFM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DKoGbIR8Wg60yD5Ug5L2aCI4Ar8=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr6tLNYBVclUQEdVd047JCYwtNDJPppB06eTAzEUroD7jxV9y4UHHrB7jzb5y0WdjWAxcO59zLvfcEKWdSWdaPsbS8srq2Xtmobm5t7+yae/v3MskEoQ5JeCI6AZaUs5g6iilOO6mgOAo4bQfDm8JvP1IhWRK31CilXoT7MQsZwUpLvnnsRlgNCOZ5a+wPHoauzAJJFZqRfbNm1a0J0CKxS1KDEk3f/HZ7CckiGivCsZRd20qVl2OhGOF0XHUzSVNMhrhPu5rGOKLSyyffjNGJVnooTISuWKGJ+ncix5GUoyjQncWRct4rxP+8bqbCSy9ncZopGpPpojDjSCWoiAb1mKBE8ZEmmAimb0VkgAUmSgdY1SHY8y8vEuesflW37s5rjesyjQocwhGcgg0X0IBbaIIDBJ7gBd7g3Xg2Xo0P43PaumSUMwcwA+PrF/XtnFM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DKoGbIR8Wg60yD5Ug5L2aCI4Ar8=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr6tLNYBVclUQEdVd047JCYwtNDJPppB06eTAzEUroD7jxV9y4UHHrB7jzb5y0WdjWAxcO59zLvfcEKWdSWdaPsbS8srq2Xtmobm5t7+yae/v3MskEoQ5JeCI6AZaUs5g6iilOO6mgOAo4bQfDm8JvP1IhWRK31CilXoT7MQsZwUpLvnnsRlgNCOZ5a+wPHoauzAJJFZqRfbNm1a0J0CKxS1KDEk3f/HZ7CckiGivCsZRd20qVl2OhGOF0XHUzSVNMhrhPu5rGOKLSyyffjNGJVnooTISuWKGJ+ncix5GUoyjQncWRct4rxP+8bqbCSy9ncZopGpPpojDjSCWoiAb1mKBE8ZEmmAimb0VkgAUmSgdY1SHY8y8vEuesflW37s5rjesyjQocwhGcgg0X0IBbaIIDBJ7gBd7g3Xg2Xo0P43PaumSUMwcwA+PrF/XtnFM=</latexit>
V = {vh 2 C0( FSh ); 8k 2 {1, ..., Nel}, vh|Tk 2 PP }
<latexit sha1_base64="+0E9R+e46ZLQNdbpdpLxxyvPexA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+0E9R+e46ZLQNdbpdpLxxyvPexA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+0E9R+e46ZLQNdbpdpLxxyvPexA=">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</latexit>
f 2 V
<latexit sha1_base64="N/GjfMveFSwMZCbV4/vJao/ZSac=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R1FvQi8cIbhJIljA7mU3GzGOZmRXCkn/w4kHFqx/kzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuurvilDNjff/bW1ldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4dNozJNaEgUV7odY0M5kzS0zHLaTjXFIua0FY9up37riWrDlHyw45RGAg8kSxjB1knNpMskavYqVb/mz4CWSVCQKhRo9Cpf3b4imaDSEo6N6QR+aqMca8sIp5NyNzM0xWSEB7TjqMSCmiifXTtBp07po0RpV9Kimfp7IsfCmLGIXafAdmgWvan4n9fJbHIV5UymmaWSzBclGUdWoenrqM80JZaPHcFEM3crIkOsMbEuoLILIVh8eZmE57Xrmn9/Ua3fFGmU4BhO4AwCuIQ63EEDQiDwCM/wCm+e8l68d+9j3rriFTNH8Afe5w95546Y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N/GjfMveFSwMZCbV4/vJao/ZSac=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R1FvQi8cIbhJIljA7mU3GzGOZmRXCkn/w4kHFqx/kzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuurvilDNjff/bW1ldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4dNozJNaEgUV7odY0M5kzS0zHLaTjXFIua0FY9up37riWrDlHyw45RGAg8kSxjB1knNpMskavYqVb/mz4CWSVCQKhRo9Cpf3b4imaDSEo6N6QR+aqMca8sIp5NyNzM0xWSEB7TjqMSCmiifXTtBp07po0RpV9Kimfp7IsfCmLGIXafAdmgWvan4n9fJbHIV5UymmaWSzBclGUdWoenrqM80JZaPHcFEM3crIkOsMbEuoLILIVh8eZmE57Xrmn9/Ua3fFGmU4BhO4AwCuIQ63EEDQiDwCM/wCm+e8l68d+9j3rriFTNH8Afe5w95546Y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N/GjfMveFSwMZCbV4/vJao/ZSac=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R1FvQi8cIbhJIljA7mU3GzGOZmRXCkn/w4kHFqx/kzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuurvilDNjff/bW1ldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4dNozJNaEgUV7odY0M5kzS0zHLaTjXFIua0FY9up37riWrDlHyw45RGAg8kSxjB1knNpMskavYqVb/mz4CWSVCQKhRo9Cpf3b4imaDSEo6N6QR+aqMca8sIp5NyNzM0xWSEB7TjqMSCmiifXTtBp07po0RpV9Kimfp7IsfCmLGIXafAdmgWvan4n9fJbHIV5UymmaWSzBclGUdWoenrqM80JZaPHcFEM3crIkOsMbEuoLILIVh8eZmE57Xrmn9/Ua3fFGmU4BhO4AwCuIQ63EEDQiDwCM/wCm+e8l68d+9j3rriFTNH8Afe5w95546Y</latexit>
f = ⌘,  ˜














r ˜ ·r ˜  w˜2(1 +r⌘ ·r⌘)
⌘ 
v(x)dx
<latexit sha1_base64="p+ZIy+eEz4PQfm7Zezda1VzTCKU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="p+ZIy+eEz4PQfm7Zezda1VzTCKU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="p+ZIy+eEz4PQfm7Zezda1VzTCKU=">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</latexit>
v 2 V





<latexit sha1_base64="vFIGrradE4ZYZXToJQNgXnxxeQM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vFIGrradE4ZYZXToJQNgXnxxeQM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vFIGrradE4ZYZXToJQNgXnxxeQM=">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</latexit>
{Ni}NFSi=1 2 V
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where we choose  for Galerkin discretization. The 
discretization in two spatial dimensions becomes 
 (8) 
where the following global matrices have been introduced 
 
  (9) 
All elemental integrals are subject to a change of variable from the 
physical element into a reference element via the affine mapping 
 where  is the reference prism element described in the
next section. The gradients of the free surface state variables are 
recovered using global  Galerkin projection. Temporal integration of 
the semi-discrete equation system given in eq. (8) is performed using an 
explicit fourth-order Runge-Kutta method. Exact integration of the 
interpolating polynomial representations of the integrands is used for 
the evaluation of the integrals to avoid quadrature errors in the inner 
products of the discrete weak form of the free surface equations in line 
with Engsig-Karup, Eskilsson & Bigoni (2016). A non-expensive 
conforming 2D mild spectral filter designed to be used for free surface 
variables in line with this previous work in 2D and with the simulation 
of Peregrine breathers in 3D considered by Koukounas, Eskilsson & 
Engsig-Karup (2018). In this work, the spectral filter is constructed to 
filter off 5% of the top mode of the hierarchical modal expansion and 
1% of the second highest polynomial modes. The filter is active every 
time step of the simulation and does not affect mass conservation and 
has minor effect on the energy of the wave propagation. 
The spatial discretization of the Laplace equation is based on discarding 
the -transformation that was used in the previous work of Engsig-
Karup, Eskilsson and Bigoni (2016). Thereby, we avoid the 
unnecessary complication of a time-dependent -transformation when 
handling nonlinear waves and floating bodies, e.g. see Cai, Langtangen, 
Nielsen & Tveito (1998) that used a penalty scheme to account for a 
submerged cylindrical body in a -transformed 2D FEM model. Our 
view is that such approaches are difficult to generalize to handle 
submerged or surface-piercing bodies due to the -transformation in 
the setting of nonlinear wave-body problems. However, the price for 
more geometric flexibility is the need for a dynamic mesh-update 
procedure that may increase the computational cost due to the need for 
updating the mesh every time step.  
We consider the weak formulation of the Laplace problem 
  (10) 
For all where the boundary integrals vanish at domain
boundaries where impermeable structural boundaries are assumed for 
the walls of the numerical wave tank as well as the fixed FPSO body 
considered in this work. The discretization of the last term in eq. (10) 
leads to discrete coefficient matrix that is defined via domain 
decomposition as 
      (11) 
All elemental integrals are subject to a change of variable from the 
physical element into a reference element via the affine mapping 
 where  is the reference prism element described in the next 
section. Thus, the numerical discretization leads to a sparse linear 
symmetric system of equations 
,  (12) 
where n is the total degrees of freedom in the discretization. This linear 
system is modified to impose the dirichlet boundary conditions at the 
free surface such that 
    (13) 
The gradients of the globally piece-wise continuous basis functions are 
recovered using global  Galerkin projection that takes the general and 
compact form, e.g. for  
 (14) 
where   leading to the corresponding linear system of equations 
 .  (15) 
To recover the coefficients  of the expansion described by eq. (7) we 
can solve eq. (15) to recover the gradient variable values at mesh nodes. 
MESH ELEMENTS 
The fluid domain is decomposed into prism elements in the time-
constant computational domain. The prism elements are formed by 
triangulating the horizontal plane with an unstructured two-dimensional 
mesh generator. Each of the resulting triangular elements can then be 
extended (extrude operation) in the vertical from the surface to the 
bottom. A spectrally accurate multivariate hierarchical polynomial 
expansion for a reference prism element (see Karniadakis & Sherwin 
(2005)) can be constructed by collapsing the coordinates of the cube  
 ,  (16) 
into a prism through the transformation 
 (17) 
Skipping the t-coordinate the triangular reference element used at the 
free surface is defined as  
,  (18) 
and the prism element assumes coordinates in a reference element 
.   (19) 
We introduce the element hierarchical basis functions associated with 
this transformation in the form for prism elements 
 ,    (20) 
where   is the n’th order orthonormal Jacobi polynomial on the 
interval   with orthogonality property  
  (21) 
These polynomials can efficiently be generated and evaluated using a 
v(x) 2 {Ni}NFSi
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L2<latexit sha1_base64="pjcmpXlU2/Z5NYPtcfrMBtnixV0=">AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhCswiUIahe0sbCI6JlAcoa9zVyyZG/v2N0TwpGfYGOhYus/svPfuEmu0MQHA4/3ZpiZFySCa+O6387S8srq2npho7i5tb2zW9rbf9Bxqhh6LBaxagVUo+ASPcONwFaikEaBwGYwvJr4zSdUmsfy3owS9CPalzzkjBor3d081rqlsltxpyCLpJqTMuRodEtfnV7M0gilYYJq3a66ifEzqgxnAsfFTqoxoWxI+9i2VNIItZ9NTx2TY6v0SBgrW9KQqfp7IqOR1qMosJ0RNQM9703E/7x2asJzP+MySQ1KNlsUpoKYmEz+Jj2ukBkxsoQyxe2thA2ooszYdIo2hOr8y4vEq1UuKu7tabl+madRgEM4ghOowhnU4Roa4AGDPjzDK7w5wnlx3p2PWeuSk88cwB84nz82Ro1H</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pjcmpXlU2/Z5NYPtcfrMBtnixV0=">AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhCswiUIahe0sbCI6JlAcoa9zVyyZG/v2N0TwpGfYGOhYus/svPfuEmu0MQHA4/3ZpiZFySCa+O6387S8srq2npho7i5tb2zW9rbf9Bxqhh6LBaxagVUo+ASPcONwFaikEaBwGYwvJr4zSdUmsfy3owS9CPalzzkjBor3d081rqlsltxpyCLpJqTMuRodEtfnV7M0gilYYJq3a66ifEzqgxnAsfFTqoxoWxI+9i2VNIItZ9NTx2TY6v0SBgrW9KQqfp7IqOR1qMosJ0RNQM9703E/7x2asJzP+MySQ1KNlsUpoKYmEz+Jj2ukBkxsoQyxe2thA2ooszYdIo2hOr8y4vEq1UuKu7tabl+madRgEM4ghOowhnU4Roa4AGDPjzDK7w5wnlx3p2PWeuSk88cwB84nz82Ro1H</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pjcmpXlU2/Z5NYPtcfrMBtnixV0=">AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhCswiUIahe0sbCI6JlAcoa9zVyyZG/v2N0TwpGfYGOhYus/svPfuEmu0MQHA4/3ZpiZFySCa+O6387S8srq2npho7i5tb2zW9rbf9Bxqhh6LBaxagVUo+ASPcONwFaikEaBwGYwvJr4zSdUmsfy3owS9CPalzzkjBor3d081rqlsltxpyCLpJqTMuRodEtfnV7M0gilYYJq3a66ifEzqgxnAsfFTqoxoWxI+9i2VNIItZ9NTx2TY6v0SBgrW9KQqfp7IqOR1qMosJ0RNQM9703E/7x2asJzP+MySQ1KNlsUpoKYmEz+Jj2ukBkxsoQyxe2thA2ooszYdIo2hOr8y4vEq1UuKu7tabl+madRgEM4ghOowhnU4Roa4AGDPjzDK7w5wnlx3p2PWeuSk88cwB84nz82Ro1H</latexit>
 
<latexit sha1_base64="PHtNjW6na207435B/B6JIWe5ANM=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R1FvQi8cIbhJIljA7mU3GzGOZmRXCkn/w4kHFqx/kzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuurvilDNjff/bW1ldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4dNozJNaEgUV7odY0M5kzS0zHLaTjXFIua0FY9up37riWrDlHyw45RGAg8kSxjB1knNrmEDgXuVql/zZ0DLJChIFQo0epWvbl+RTFBpCcfGdAI/tVGOtWWE00m5mxmaYjLCA9pxVGJBTZTPrp2gU6f0UaK0K2nRTP09kWNhzFjErlNgOzSL3lT8z+tkNrmKcibTzFJJ5ouSjCOr0PR11GeaEsvHjmCimbsVkSHWmFgXUNmFECy+vEzC89p1zb+/qNZvijRKcAwncAYBXEId7qABIRB4hGd4hTdPeS/eu/cxb13xipkj+APv8wcIeY72</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PHtNjW6na207435B/B6JIWe5ANM=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R1FvQi8cIbhJIljA7mU3GzGOZmRXCkn/w4kHFqx/kzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuurvilDNjff/bW1ldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4dNozJNaEgUV7odY0M5kzS0zHLaTjXFIua0FY9up37riWrDlHyw45RGAg8kSxjB1knNrmEDgXuVql/zZ0DLJChIFQo0epWvbl+RTFBpCcfGdAI/tVGOtWWE00m5mxmaYjLCA9pxVGJBTZTPrp2gU6f0UaK0K2nRTP09kWNhzFjErlNgOzSL3lT8z+tkNrmKcibTzFJJ5ouSjCOr0PR11GeaEsvHjmCimbsVkSHWmFgXUNmFECy+vEzC89p1zb+/qNZvijRKcAwncAYBXEId7qABIRB4hGd4hTdPeS/eu/cxb13xipkj+APv8wcIeY72</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PHtNjW6na207435B/B6JIWe5ANM=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R1FvQi8cIbhJIljA7mU3GzGOZmRXCkn/w4kHFqx/kzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuurvilDNjff/bW1ldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4dNozJNaEgUV7odY0M5kzS0zHLaTjXFIua0FY9up37riWrDlHyw45RGAg8kSxjB1knNrmEDgXuVql/zZ0DLJChIFQo0epWvbl+RTFBpCcfGdAI/tVGOtWWE00m5mxmaYjLCA9pxVGJBTZTPrp2gU6f0UaK0K2nRTP09kWNhzFjErlNgOzSL3lT8z+tkNrmKcibTzFJJ5ouSjCOr0PR11GeaEsvHjmCimbsVkSHWmFgXUNmFECy+vEzC89p1zb+/qNZvijRKcAwncAYBXEId7qABIRB4hGd4hTdPeS/eu/cxb13xipkj+APv8wcIeY72</latexit>
 
<latexit sha1_base64="PHtNjW6na207435B/B6JIWe5ANM=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R1FvQi8cIbhJIljA7mU3GzGOZmRXCkn/w4kHFqx/kzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuurvilDNjff/bW1ldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4dNozJNaEgUV7odY0M5kzS0zHLaTjXFIua0FY9up37riWrDlHyw45RGAg8kSxjB1knNrmEDgXuVql/zZ0DLJChIFQo0epWvbl+RTFBpCcfGdAI/tVGOtWWE00m5mxmaYjLCA9pxVGJBTZTPrp2gU6f0UaK0K2nRTP09kWNhzFjErlNgOzSL3lT8z+tkNrmKcibTzFJJ5ouSjCOr0PR11GeaEsvHjmCimbsVkSHWmFgXUNmFECy+vEzC89p1zb+/qNZvijRKcAwncAYBXEId7qABIRB4hGd4hTdPeS/eu/cxb13xipkj+APv8wcIeY72</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PHtNjW6na207435B/B6JIWe5ANM=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R1FvQi8cIbhJIljA7mU3GzGOZmRXCkn/w4kHFqx/kzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuurvilDNjff/bW1ldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4dNozJNaEgUV7odY0M5kzS0zHLaTjXFIua0FY9up37riWrDlHyw45RGAg8kSxjB1knNrmEDgXuVql/zZ0DLJChIFQo0epWvbl+RTFBpCcfGdAI/tVGOtWWE00m5mxmaYjLCA9pxVGJBTZTPrp2gU6f0UaK0K2nRTP09kWNhzFjErlNgOzSL3lT8z+tkNrmKcibTzFJJ5ouSjCOr0PR11GeaEsvHjmCimbsVkSHWmFgXUNmFECy+vEzC89p1zb+/qNZvijRKcAwncAYBXEId7qABIRB4hGd4hTdPeS/eu/cxb13xipkj+APv8wcIeY72</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PHtNjW6na207435B/B6JIWe5ANM=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R1FvQi8cIbhJIljA7mU3GzGOZmRXCkn/w4kHFqx/kzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuurvilDNjff/bW1ldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4dNozJNaEgUV7odY0M5kzS0zHLaTjXFIua0FY9up37riWrDlHyw45RGAg8kSxjB1knNrmEDgXuVql/zZ0DLJChIFQo0epWvbl+RTFBpCcfGdAI/tVGOtWWE00m5mxmaYjLCA9pxVGJBTZTPrp2gU6f0UaK0K2nRTP09kWNhzFjErlNgOzSL3lT8z+tkNrmKcibTzFJJ5ouSjCOr0PR11GeaEsvHjmCimbsVkSHWmFgXUNmFECy+vEzC89p1zb+/qNZvijRKcAwncAYBXEId7qABIRB4hGd4hTdPeS/eu/cxb13xipkj+APv8wcIeY72</latexit>
 
<latexit sha1_base64="PHtNjW6na207435B/B6JIWe5ANM=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R1FvQi8cIbhJIljA7mU3GzGOZmRXCkn/w4kHFqx/kzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuurvilDNjff/bW1ldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4dNozJNaEgUV7odY0M5kzS0zHLaTjXFIua0FY9up37riWrDlHyw45RGAg8kSxjB1knNrmEDgXuVql/zZ0DLJChIFQo0epWvbl+RTFBpCcfGdAI/tVGOtWWE00m5mxmaYjLCA9pxVGJBTZTPrp2gU6f0UaK0K2nRTP09kWNhzFjErlNgOzSL3lT8z+tkNrmKcibTzFJJ5ouSjCOr0PR11GeaEsvHjmCimbsVkSHWmFgXUNmFECy+vEzC89p1zb+/qNZvijRKcAwncAYBXEId7qABIRB4hGd4hTdPeS/eu/cxb13xipkj+APv8wcIeY72</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PHtNjW6na207435B/B6JIWe5ANM=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R1FvQi8cIbhJIljA7mU3GzGOZmRXCkn/w4kHFqx/kzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuurvilDNjff/bW1ldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4dNozJNaEgUV7odY0M5kzS0zHLaTjXFIua0FY9up37riWrDlHyw45RGAg8kSxjB1knNrmEDgXuVql/zZ0DLJChIFQo0epWvbl+RTFBpCcfGdAI/tVGOtWWE00m5mxmaYjLCA9pxVGJBTZTPrp2gU6f0UaK0K2nRTP09kWNhzFjErlNgOzSL3lT8z+tkNrmKcibTzFJJ5ouSjCOr0PR11GeaEsvHjmCimbsVkSHWmFgXUNmFECy+vEzC89p1zb+/qNZvijRKcAwncAYBXEId7qABIRB4hGd4hTdPeS/eu/cxb13xipkj+APv8wcIeY72</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PHtNjW6na207435B/B6JIWe5ANM=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R1FvQi8cIbhJIljA7mU3GzGOZmRXCkn/w4kHFqx/kzb9xkuxBEwsaiqpuurvilDNjff/bW1ldW9/YLG2Vt3d29/YrB4dNozJNaEgUV7odY0M5kzS0zHLaTjXFIua0FY9up37riWrDlHyw45RGAg8kSxjB1knNrmEDgXuVql/zZ0DLJChIFQo0epWvbl+RTFBpCcfGdAI/tVGOtWWE00m5mxmaYjLCA9pxVGJBTZTPrp2gU6f0UaK0K2nRTP09kWNhzFjErlNgOzSL3lT8z+tkNrmKcibTzFJJ5ouSjCOr0PR11GeaEsvHjmCimbsVkSHWmFgXUNmFECy+vEzC89p1zb+/qNZvijRKcAwncAYBXEId7qABIRB4hGd4hTdPeS/eu/cxb13xipkj+APv8wcIeY72</latexit>
 









r  ·rvdz = 0,
<latexit sha1_base64="hmYqRguoEKcnIR3fVeGliC2KEeY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hmYqRguoEKcnIR3fVeGliC2KEeY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hmYqRguoEKcnIR3fVeGliC2KEeY=">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</latexit>
v 2 V










<latexit sha1_base64="Q5+Njg2oatQznPw3/u+xoWk/e0c=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Q5+Njg2oatQznPw3/u+xoWk/e0c=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Q5+Njg2oatQznPw3/u+xoWk/e0c=">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</latexit>
 k : T kh 7! Tp
<latexit sha1_base64="Fewg2RU5sFKjgC2468SiNYNRlwI=">AAACE3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdekmWARBKIkIPlZFNy4rNLbQpGEynTRDJ5NhZiKU0I9w46+4caHi1o07/8ZJm0VtPTBw5px7ufeekFMilW3/GEvLK6tr65WN6ubW9s6uubf/INNMIOyilKaiE0KJKWHYVURR3OECwySkuB0Obwu//YiFJClrqRHHfgIHjEQEQaWlwDz1UEx6w2svgSpGkOatcRD3hvrLpUqtWZkHZs2u2xNYi8QpSQ2UaAbmt9dPUZZgphCFUnYdmys/h0IRRPG46mUSc4iGcIC7mjKYYOnnk6PG1rFW+laUCv2YsibqbEcOEylHSagriyXlvFeI/3ndTEWXfk4YzxRmaDooyqilzy0SsvpEYKToSBOIBNG7WiiGAiKlc6zqEJz5kxeJe1a/qtv357XGTZlGBRyCI3ACHHABGuAONIELEHgCL+ANvBvPxqvxYXxOS5eMsucA/IHx9QtNKJ8y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fewg2RU5sFKjgC2468SiNYNRlwI=">AAACE3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdekmWARBKIkIPlZFNy4rNLbQpGEynTRDJ5NhZiKU0I9w46+4caHi1o07/8ZJm0VtPTBw5px7ufeekFMilW3/GEvLK6tr65WN6ubW9s6uubf/INNMIOyilKaiE0KJKWHYVURR3OECwySkuB0Obwu//YiFJClrqRHHfgIHjEQEQaWlwDz1UEx6w2svgSpGkOatcRD3hvrLpUqtWZkHZs2u2xNYi8QpSQ2UaAbmt9dPUZZgphCFUnYdmys/h0IRRPG46mUSc4iGcIC7mjKYYOnnk6PG1rFW+laUCv2YsibqbEcOEylHSagriyXlvFeI/3ndTEWXfk4YzxRmaDooyqilzy0SsvpEYKToSBOIBNG7WiiGAiKlc6zqEJz5kxeJe1a/qtv357XGTZlGBRyCI3ACHHABGuAONIELEHgCL+ANvBvPxqvxYXxOS5eMsucA/IHx9QtNKJ8y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fewg2RU5sFKjgC2468SiNYNRlwI=">AAACE3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdekmWARBKIkIPlZFNy4rNLbQpGEynTRDJ5NhZiKU0I9w46+4caHi1o07/8ZJm0VtPTBw5px7ufeekFMilW3/GEvLK6tr65WN6ubW9s6uubf/INNMIOyilKaiE0KJKWHYVURR3OECwySkuB0Obwu//YiFJClrqRHHfgIHjEQEQaWlwDz1UEx6w2svgSpGkOatcRD3hvrLpUqtWZkHZs2u2xNYi8QpSQ2UaAbmt9dPUZZgphCFUnYdmys/h0IRRPG46mUSc4iGcIC7mjKYYOnnk6PG1rFW+laUCv2YsibqbEcOEylHSagriyXlvFeI/3ndTEWXfk4YzxRmaDooyqilzy0SsvpEYKToSBOIBNG7WiiGAiKlc6zqEJz5kxeJe1a/qtv357XGTZlGBRyCI3ACHHABGuAONIELEHgCL+ANvBvPxqvxYXxOS5eMsucA/IHx9QtNKJ8y</latexit>
Tp
<latexit sha1_base64="NNjhgfw5x0ANUOwkm85UbjT/zz0=">AAAB83icbVBNSwMxFHxbv2r9qnr0EiyCp7IrgnorevFYoWsL7VKyabYNzSZrki2Upb/DiwcVr/4Zb/4bs+0etHUgMMy8x5tMmHCmjet+O6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genj0qGWqCPWJ5FJ1QqwpZ4L6hhlOO4miOA45bYfju9xvT6jSTIqWmSY0iPFQsIgRbKwU9GJsRgTzrDXrJ/1qza27c6BV4hWkBgWa/epXbyBJGlNhCMdadz03MUGGlWGE01mll2qaYDLGQ9q1VOCY6iCbh56hM6sMUCSVfcKgufp7I8Ox1tM4tJN5SL3s5eJ/Xjc10XWQMZGkhgqyOBSlHBmJ8gbQgClKDJ9agoliNisiI6wwMbanii3BW/7yKvEv6jd19+Gy1rgt2ijDCZzCOXhwBQ24hyb4QOAJnuEV3pyJ8+K8Ox+L0ZJT7BzDHzifP4N8kiA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NNjhgfw5x0ANUOwkm85UbjT/zz0=">AAAB83icbVBNSwMxFHxbv2r9qnr0EiyCp7IrgnorevFYoWsL7VKyabYNzSZrki2Upb/DiwcVr/4Zb/4bs+0etHUgMMy8x5tMmHCmjet+O6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genj0qGWqCPWJ5FJ1QqwpZ4L6hhlOO4miOA45bYfju9xvT6jSTIqWmSY0iPFQsIgRbKwU9GJsRgTzrDXrJ/1qza27c6BV4hWkBgWa/epXbyBJGlNhCMdadz03MUGGlWGE01mll2qaYDLGQ9q1VOCY6iCbh56hM6sMUCSVfcKgufp7I8Ox1tM4tJN5SL3s5eJ/Xjc10XWQMZGkhgqyOBSlHBmJ8gbQgClKDJ9agoliNisiI6wwMbanii3BW/7yKvEv6jd19+Gy1rgt2ijDCZzCOXhwBQ24hyb4QOAJnuEV3pyJ8+K8Ox+L0ZJT7BzDHzifP4N8kiA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NNjhgfw5x0ANUOwkm85UbjT/zz0=">AAAB83icbVBNSwMxFHxbv2r9qnr0EiyCp7IrgnorevFYoWsL7VKyabYNzSZrki2Upb/DiwcVr/4Zb/4bs+0etHUgMMy8x5tMmHCmjet+O6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genj0qGWqCPWJ5FJ1QqwpZ4L6hhlOO4miOA45bYfju9xvT6jSTIqWmSY0iPFQsIgRbKwU9GJsRgTzrDXrJ/1qza27c6BV4hWkBgWa/epXbyBJGlNhCMdadz03MUGGlWGE01mll2qaYDLGQ9q1VOCY6iCbh56hM6sMUCSVfcKgufp7I8Ox1tM4tJN5SL3s5eJ/Xjc10XWQMZGkhgqyOBSlHBmJ8gbQgClKDJ9agoliNisiI6wwMbanii3BW/7yKvEv6jd19+Gy1rgt2ijDCZzCOXhwBQ24hyb4QOAJnuEV3pyJ8+K8Ox+L0ZJT7BzDHzifP4N8kiA=</latexit>
L h = b, L 2 Rn⇥n, b 2 Rn
<latexit sha1_base64="iB1baJv+SWcajb/cl/vkKTQGASU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iB1baJv+SWcajb/cl/vkKTQGASU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iB1baJv+SWcajb/cl/vkKTQGASU=">AAACUnicbVJNSwMxEM3Wr1qrVj16GSyCBylbEdSDUPTiwUMVawvdWpI0a2Oz2TXJCmXZ/yiCB/+IFw+afij9cCDw5s0bZvISEgmujet+OJmFxaXllexqbi2/vrFZ2Nq+12GsKKvRUISqQbBmgktWM9wI1ogUwwERrE56l4N6/YUpzUN5Z/oRawX4UXKfU2ws1S48AYAXYNOlWCTXKXhRl7e7cA6JR3wg6SF4zzHuTGo8LocZIclt+pBIz/CAaZB/2t/eaaEdVnRL7jBgHpTHoIjGUW0X3rxOSOOASUMF1rpZdiPTSrAynAqW5rxYswjTHn5kTQsltmu0kqEnKexbpgN+qOyRBobsZEeCA637AbHKwY56tjYg/6s1Y+OfthIuo9gwSUeD/FiACWFgMHS4YtSIvgWYKm53BdrFClNjnyFnTSjPXnke1I5KZyX35rhYuRi7kUW7aA8doDI6QRV0haqohih6RZ/o20HOu/OVsb9kJM04454dNBWZ/A9QALNn</latexit>
Lij =  ij , bi =  ˜i, xi 2  FS .
<latexit sha1_base64="janqqecYdNHbKs78YTvearYkRKY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="janqqecYdNHbKs78YTvearYkRKY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="janqqecYdNHbKs78YTvearYkRKY=">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</latexit>
L2<latexit sha1_base64="pjcmpXlU2/Z5NYPtcfrMBtnixV0=">AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhCswiUIahe0sbCI6JlAcoa9zVyyZG/v2N0TwpGfYGOhYus/svPfuEmu0MQHA4/3ZpiZFySCa+O6387S8srq2npho7i5tb2zW9rbf9Bxqhh6LBaxagVUo+ASPcONwFaikEaBwGYwvJr4zSdUmsfy3owS9CPalzzkjBor3d081rqlsltxpyCLpJqTMuRodEtfnV7M0gilYYJq3a66ifEzqgxnAsfFTqoxoWxI+9i2VNIItZ9NTx2TY6v0SBgrW9KQqfp7IqOR1qMosJ0RNQM9703E/7x2asJzP+MySQ1KNlsUpoKYmEz+Jj2ukBkxsoQyxe2thA2ooszYdIo2hOr8y4vEq1UuKu7tabl+madRgEM4ghOowhnU4Roa4AGDPjzDK7w5wnlx3p2PWeuSk88cwB84nz82Ro1H</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pjcmpXlU2/Z5NYPtcfrMBtnixV0=">AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhCswiUIahe0sbCI6JlAcoa9zVyyZG/v2N0TwpGfYGOhYus/svPfuEmu0MQHA4/3ZpiZFySCa+O6387S8srq2npho7i5tb2zW9rbf9Bxqhh6LBaxagVUo+ASPcONwFaikEaBwGYwvJr4zSdUmsfy3owS9CPalzzkjBor3d081rqlsltxpyCLpJqTMuRodEtfnV7M0gilYYJq3a66ifEzqgxnAsfFTqoxoWxI+9i2VNIItZ9NTx2TY6v0SBgrW9KQqfp7IqOR1qMosJ0RNQM9703E/7x2asJzP+MySQ1KNlsUpoKYmEz+Jj2ukBkxsoQyxe2thA2ooszYdIo2hOr8y4vEq1UuKu7tabl+madRgEM4ghOowhnU4Roa4AGDPjzDK7w5wnlx3p2PWeuSk88cwB84nz82Ro1H</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pjcmpXlU2/Z5NYPtcfrMBtnixV0=">AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhCswiUIahe0sbCI6JlAcoa9zVyyZG/v2N0TwpGfYGOhYus/svPfuEmu0MQHA4/3ZpiZFySCa+O6387S8srq2npho7i5tb2zW9rbf9Bxqhh6LBaxagVUo+ASPcONwFaikEaBwGYwvJr4zSdUmsfy3owS9CPalzzkjBor3d081rqlsltxpyCLpJqTMuRodEtfnV7M0gilYYJq3a66ifEzqgxnAsfFTqoxoWxI+9i2VNIItZ9NTx2TY6v0SBgrW9KQqfp7IqOR1qMosJ0RNQM9703E/7x2asJzP+MySQ1KNlsUpoKYmEz+Jj2ukBkxsoQyxe2thA2ooszYdIo2hOr8y4vEq1UuKu7tabl+madRgEM4ghOowhnU4Roa4AGDPjzDK7w5wnlx3p2PWeuSk88cwB84nz82Ro1H</latexit>
fh = uh, vh, wh






<latexit sha1_base64="d9LxrGJjo/WqXN30rufL7a/vPF4=">AAACF3icbZDNSsNAFIUn/tb6F3XpZrAIdVMTEdSFUHTjzgrGFpoQJpNJO3QyCTOTYil9DDe+ihsXKm5159s4TbOorRcGDt+5lzv3BCmjUlnWj7GwuLS8slpaK69vbG5tmzu7DzLJBCYOTlgiWgGShFFOHEUVI61UEBQHjDSD3vXYb/aJkDTh92qQEi9GHU4jipHSyDePXcqV797GpINg5HdhH4aP8BJO46rmR34rt3yzYtWsvOC8sAtRAUU1fPPbDROcxYQrzJCUbdtKlTdEQlHMyKjsZpKkCPdQh7S15Cgm0hvmh43goSYhjBKhH1cwp9MTQxRLOYgD3Rkj1ZWz3hj+57UzFZ17Q8rTTBGOJ4uijEGVwHFKMKSCYMUGWiAsqP4rxF0kEFY6y7IOwZ49eV44J7WLmnV3WqlfFWmUwD44AFVggzNQBzegARyAwRN4AW/g3Xg2Xo0P43PSumAUM3vgTxlfvzFtni0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="d9LxrGJjo/WqXN30rufL7a/vPF4=">AAACF3icbZDNSsNAFIUn/tb6F3XpZrAIdVMTEdSFUHTjzgrGFpoQJpNJO3QyCTOTYil9DDe+ihsXKm5159s4TbOorRcGDt+5lzv3BCmjUlnWj7GwuLS8slpaK69vbG5tmzu7DzLJBCYOTlgiWgGShFFOHEUVI61UEBQHjDSD3vXYb/aJkDTh92qQEi9GHU4jipHSyDePXcqV797GpINg5HdhH4aP8BJO46rmR34rt3yzYtWsvOC8sAtRAUU1fPPbDROcxYQrzJCUbdtKlTdEQlHMyKjsZpKkCPdQh7S15Cgm0hvmh43goSYhjBKhH1cwp9MTQxRLOYgD3Rkj1ZWz3hj+57UzFZ17Q8rTTBGOJ4uijEGVwHFKMKSCYMUGWiAsqP4rxF0kEFY6y7IOwZ49eV44J7WLmnV3WqlfFWmUwD44AFVggzNQBzegARyAwRN4AW/g3Xg2Xo0P43PSumAUM3vgTxlfvzFtni0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="d9LxrGJjo/WqXN30rufL7a/vPF4=">AAACF3icbZDNSsNAFIUn/tb6F3XpZrAIdVMTEdSFUHTjzgrGFpoQJpNJO3QyCTOTYil9DDe+ihsXKm5159s4TbOorRcGDt+5lzv3BCmjUlnWj7GwuLS8slpaK69vbG5tmzu7DzLJBCYOTlgiWgGShFFOHEUVI61UEBQHjDSD3vXYb/aJkDTh92qQEi9GHU4jipHSyDePXcqV797GpINg5HdhH4aP8BJO46rmR34rt3yzYtWsvOC8sAtRAUU1fPPbDROcxYQrzJCUbdtKlTdEQlHMyKjsZpKkCPdQh7S15Cgm0hvmh43goSYhjBKhH1cwp9MTQxRLOYgD3Rkj1ZWz3hj+57UzFZ17Q8rTTBGOJ4uijEGVwHFKMKSCYMUGWiAsqP4rxF0kEFY6y7IOwZ49eV44J7WLmnV3WqlfFWmUwD44AFVggzNQBzegARyAwRN4AW/g3Xg2Xo0P43PSumAUM3vgTxlfvzFtni0=</latexit>
X = x, y, z
<latexit sha1_base64="9hpnCvf2O3Vmwsva4ESlcOHktSQ=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBQymJCOpBKHrxWMHYQhvKZrtpl242YXcjxtAf4cWDilf/jzf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeUHCmdKO822VlpZXVtfK65WNza3tHXt3717FqSTUIzGPZTvAinImqKeZ5rSdSIqjgNNWMLqe+K0HKhWLxZ3OEupHeCBYyAjWRmq1Lx9rWe2pZ1edujMFWiRuQapQoNmzv7r9mKQRFZpwrFTHdRLt51hqRjgdV7qpogkmIzygHUMFjqjy8+m5Y3RklD4KY2lKaDRVf0/kOFIqiwLTGWE9VPPeRPzP66Q6PPdzJpJUU0Fmi8KUIx2jye+ozyQlmmeGYCKZuRWRIZaYaJNQxYTgzr+8SLyT+kXduT2tNq6KNMpwAIdwDC6cQQNuoAkeEBjBM7zCm5VYL9a79TFrLVnFzD78gfX5Aw5cjus=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9hpnCvf2O3Vmwsva4ESlcOHktSQ=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBQymJCOpBKHrxWMHYQhvKZrtpl242YXcjxtAf4cWDilf/jzf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeUHCmdKO822VlpZXVtfK65WNza3tHXt3717FqSTUIzGPZTvAinImqKeZ5rSdSIqjgNNWMLqe+K0HKhWLxZ3OEupHeCBYyAjWRmq1Lx9rWe2pZ1edujMFWiRuQapQoNmzv7r9mKQRFZpwrFTHdRLt51hqRjgdV7qpogkmIzygHUMFjqjy8+m5Y3RklD4KY2lKaDRVf0/kOFIqiwLTGWE9VPPeRPzP66Q6PPdzJpJUU0Fmi8KUIx2jye+ozyQlmmeGYCKZuRWRIZaYaJNQxYTgzr+8SLyT+kXduT2tNq6KNMpwAIdwDC6cQQNuoAkeEBjBM7zCm5VYL9a79TFrLVnFzD78gfX5Aw5cjus=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9hpnCvf2O3Vmwsva4ESlcOHktSQ=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBQymJCOpBKHrxWMHYQhvKZrtpl242YXcjxtAf4cWDilf/jzf/jds2B219MPB4b4aZeUHCmdKO822VlpZXVtfK65WNza3tHXt3717FqSTUIzGPZTvAinImqKeZ5rSdSIqjgNNWMLqe+K0HKhWLxZ3OEupHeCBYyAjWRmq1Lx9rWe2pZ1edujMFWiRuQapQoNmzv7r9mKQRFZpwrFTHdRLt51hqRjgdV7qpogkmIzygHUMFjqjy8+m5Y3RklD4KY2lKaDRVf0/kOFIqiwLTGWE9VPPeRPzP66Q6PPdzJpJUU0Fmi8KUIx2jye+ozyQlmmeGYCKZuRWRIZaYaJNQxYTgzr+8SLyT+kXduT2tNq6KNMpwAIdwDC6cQQNuoAkeEBjBM7zCm5VYL9a79TFrLVnFzD78gfX5Aw5cjus=</latexit>
Mfh = SX h
<latexit sha1_base64="Cy49hMyZ8ctv3lIhUOZ8JhEOorU=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/Yj16WSyCp5KKoB6EohcvQkVjC20Im+2mWbrZhN2NWEL/ihcPKl79Jd78N27bHLT1wcDjvRlm5gUpZ0o7zrdVWlpeWV0rr1c2Nre2d+zd6oNKMkmoSxKeyE6AFeVMUFczzWknlRTHAaftYHg18duPVCqWiHs9SqkX44FgISNYG8m3qzco9CN0ge78DuqlEfMj3645dWcKtEgaBalBgZZvf/X6CcliKjThWKluw0m1l2OpGeF0XOlliqaYDPGAdg0VOKbKy6e3j9GhUfooTKQpodFU/T2R41ipURyYzhjrSM17E/E/r5vp8MzLmUgzTQWZLQozjnSCJkGgPpOUaD4yBBPJzK2IRFhiok1cFRNCY/7lReIe18/rzu1JrXlZpFGGfTiAI2jAKTThGlrgAoEneIZXeLPG1ov1bn3MWktWMbMHf2B9/gA//5LX</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Cy49hMyZ8ctv3lIhUOZ8JhEOorU=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/Yj16WSyCp5KKoB6EohcvQkVjC20Im+2mWbrZhN2NWEL/ihcPKl79Jd78N27bHLT1wcDjvRlm5gUpZ0o7zrdVWlpeWV0rr1c2Nre2d+zd6oNKMkmoSxKeyE6AFeVMUFczzWknlRTHAaftYHg18duPVCqWiHs9SqkX44FgISNYG8m3qzco9CN0ge78DuqlEfMj3645dWcKtEgaBalBgZZvf/X6CcliKjThWKluw0m1l2OpGeF0XOlliqaYDPGAdg0VOKbKy6e3j9GhUfooTKQpodFU/T2R41ipURyYzhjrSM17E/E/r5vp8MzLmUgzTQWZLQozjnSCJkGgPpOUaD4yBBPJzK2IRFhiok1cFRNCY/7lReIe18/rzu1JrXlZpFGGfTiAI2jAKTThGlrgAoEneIZXeLPG1ov1bn3MWktWMbMHf2B9/gA//5LX</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Cy49hMyZ8ctv3lIhUOZ8JhEOorU=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/Yj16WSyCp5KKoB6EohcvQkVjC20Im+2mWbrZhN2NWEL/ihcPKl79Jd78N27bHLT1wcDjvRlm5gUpZ0o7zrdVWlpeWV0rr1c2Nre2d+zd6oNKMkmoSxKeyE6AFeVMUFczzWknlRTHAaftYHg18duPVCqWiHs9SqkX44FgISNYG8m3qzco9CN0ge78DuqlEfMj3645dWcKtEgaBalBgZZvf/X6CcliKjThWKluw0m1l2OpGeF0XOlliqaYDPGAdg0VOKbKy6e3j9GhUfooTKQpodFU/T2R41ipURyYzhjrSM17E/E/r5vp8MzLmUgzTQWZLQozjnSCJkGgPpOUaD4yBBPJzK2IRFhiok1cFRNCY/7lReIe18/rzu1JrXlZpFGGfTiAI2jAKTThGlrgAoEneIZXeLPG1ov1bn3MWktWMbMHf2B9/gA//5LX</latexit>
fh
<latexit sha1_base64="lB/enJBX3qKDe+3Nih6KfaJHNME=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T941EmmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAVji6mfqtJ1SaJ/LBjFMMYjqQPOKMGivdR71hr1pz6+4MZJl4BalBgWav+tXtJyyLURomqNYdz01NkFNlOBM4qXQzjSllIzrAjqWSxqiDfHbqhJxYpU+iRNmShszU3xM5jbUex6HtjKkZ6kVvKv7ndTITXQY5l2lmULL5oigTxCRk+jfpc4XMiLEllClubyVsSBVlxqZTsSF4iy8vE/+sflV3785rjesijTIcwTGcggcX0IBbaIIPDAbwDK/w5gjnxXl3PuatJaeYOYQ/cD5/ALDujZg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lB/enJBX3qKDe+3Nih6KfaJHNME=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T941EmmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAVji6mfqtJ1SaJ/LBjFMMYjqQPOKMGivdR71hr1pz6+4MZJl4BalBgWav+tXtJyyLURomqNYdz01NkFNlOBM4qXQzjSllIzrAjqWSxqiDfHbqhJxYpU+iRNmShszU3xM5jbUex6HtjKkZ6kVvKv7ndTITXQY5l2lmULL5oigTxCRk+jfpc4XMiLEllClubyVsSBVlxqZTsSF4iy8vE/+sflV3785rjesijTIcwTGcggcX0IBbaIIPDAbwDK/w5gjnxXl3PuatJaeYOYQ/cD5/ALDujZg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lB/enJBX3qKDe+3Nih6KfaJHNME=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T941EmmGPosEYlqh1Sj4BJ9w43AdqqQxqHAVji6mfqtJ1SaJ/LBjFMMYjqQPOKMGivdR71hr1pz6+4MZJl4BalBgWav+tXtJyyLURomqNYdz01NkFNlOBM4qXQzjSllIzrAjqWSxqiDfHbqhJxYpU+iRNmShszU3xM5jbUex6HtjKkZ6kVvKv7ndTITXQY5l2lmULL5oigTxCRk+jfpc4XMiLEllClubyVsSBVlxqZTsSF4iy8vE/+sflV3785rjesijTIcwTGcggcX0IBbaIIPDAbwDK/w5gjnxXl3PuatJaeYOYQ/cD5/ALDujZg=</latexit>
Q = {(r, s, t) 2 R3 :  1 < r, s, t < 1}
<latexit sha1_base64="WWodGKgqEyGuIp/ewgzPoaL5Fvk=">AAACHnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAgVaklUfFGh6MZlK9YWmlom02k7dDIJMxOhhPyJG3/FjQsVwZX+jZM0C209cOFwzr3ce4/jMyqVaX4bM7Nz8wuLmaXs8srq2npuY/NOeoHApI495ommgyRhlJO6ooqRpi8Ich1GGs7wKvYbD0RI6vFbNfJJ20V9TnsUI6WlTu7YdpEaYMTCWnRhh7AgirKo9mzKE8Nxwpvo/vB834JlmFhlaEE76uTyZslMAKeJlZI8SFHt5D7trocDl3CFGZKyZZm+aodIKIoZibJ2IImP8BD1SUtTjlwi22HyXwR3tdKFPU/o4gom6u+JELlSjlxHd8ZHy0kvFv/zWoHqnbZDyv1AEY7Hi3oBg8qDcViwSwXBio00QVhQfSvEAyQQVjrSrA7Bmnx5mtQPSmcls3aUr1ymaWTANtgBBWCBE1AB16AK6gCDR/AMXsGb8WS8GO/Gx7h1xkhntsAfGF8/v5igcg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WWodGKgqEyGuIp/ewgzPoaL5Fvk=">AAACHnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAgVaklUfFGh6MZlK9YWmlom02k7dDIJMxOhhPyJG3/FjQsVwZX+jZM0C209cOFwzr3ce4/jMyqVaX4bM7Nz8wuLmaXs8srq2npuY/NOeoHApI495ommgyRhlJO6ooqRpi8Ich1GGs7wKvYbD0RI6vFbNfJJ20V9TnsUI6WlTu7YdpEaYMTCWnRhh7AgirKo9mzKE8Nxwpvo/vB834JlmFhlaEE76uTyZslMAKeJlZI8SFHt5D7trocDl3CFGZKyZZm+aodIKIoZibJ2IImP8BD1SUtTjlwi22HyXwR3tdKFPU/o4gom6u+JELlSjlxHd8ZHy0kvFv/zWoHqnbZDyv1AEY7Hi3oBg8qDcViwSwXBio00QVhQfSvEAyQQVjrSrA7Bmnx5mtQPSmcls3aUr1ymaWTANtgBBWCBE1AB16AK6gCDR/AMXsGb8WS8GO/Gx7h1xkhntsAfGF8/v5igcg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WWodGKgqEyGuIp/ewgzPoaL5Fvk=">AAACHnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAgVaklUfFGh6MZlK9YWmlom02k7dDIJMxOhhPyJG3/FjQsVwZX+jZM0C209cOFwzr3ce4/jMyqVaX4bM7Nz8wuLmaXs8srq2npuY/NOeoHApI495ommgyRhlJO6ooqRpi8Ich1GGs7wKvYbD0RI6vFbNfJJ20V9TnsUI6WlTu7YdpEaYMTCWnRhh7AgirKo9mzKE8Nxwpvo/vB834JlmFhlaEE76uTyZslMAKeJlZI8SFHt5D7trocDl3CFGZKyZZm+aodIKIoZibJ2IImP8BD1SUtTjlwi22HyXwR3tdKFPU/o4gom6u+JELlSjlxHd8ZHy0kvFv/zWoHqnbZDyv1AEY7Hi3oBg8qDcViwSwXBio00QVhQfSvEAyQQVjrSrA7Bmnx5mtQPSmcls3aUr1ymaWTANtgBBWCBE1AB16AK6gCDR/AMXsGb8WS8GO/Gx7h1xkhntsAfGF8/v5igcg==</latexit>
x = r, y = 12 (1 + s)(1  r)  1, z = t.<latexit sha1_base64="QW0UyuWxb8XJhdAXPk48Qn8VbK8=">AAACGXicbVBLS0JBGJ1rL7OX1bLNkARKKXckqBaC1KalQaagInPHuTo499HMdyO7+Dva9FfatKhoWav+TeMjKOvAwOGc8/HNd5xQCg22/Wkl5uYXFpeSy6mV1bX1jfTm1pUOIsV4lQUyUHWHai6Fz6sgQPJ6qDj1HMlrTv9s5NduuNIi8C9hEPKWR7u+cAWjYKR2mtyW1AFuXke0gwelJriKspgM4+IwS/Z1LkvyKpcn34m7EhTa6YxdsMfAfwmZkgyaotJOvzc7AYs87gOTVOsGsUNoxVSBYJIPU81I85CyPu3yhqE+9bhuxePThnjPKB3sBso8H/BY/TkRU0/rgeeYpEehp2e9kfif14jAPW7Fwg8j4D6bLHIjiSHAo55wRyjOQA4MoUwJ81fMetS0A6bNlCmBzJ78l1SLhZOCfXGYKZ9O20iiHbSLsoigI1RG56iCqoihe/SIntGL9WA9Wa/W2ySasKYz2+gXrI8v+M+d4g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QW0UyuWxb8XJhdAXPk48Qn8VbK8=">AAACGXicbVBLS0JBGJ1rL7OX1bLNkARKKXckqBaC1KalQaagInPHuTo499HMdyO7+Dva9FfatKhoWav+TeMjKOvAwOGc8/HNd5xQCg22/Wkl5uYXFpeSy6mV1bX1jfTm1pUOIsV4lQUyUHWHai6Fz6sgQPJ6qDj1HMlrTv9s5NduuNIi8C9hEPKWR7u+cAWjYKR2mtyW1AFuXke0gwelJriKspgM4+IwS/Z1LkvyKpcn34m7EhTa6YxdsMfAfwmZkgyaotJOvzc7AYs87gOTVOsGsUNoxVSBYJIPU81I85CyPu3yhqE+9bhuxePThnjPKB3sBso8H/BY/TkRU0/rgeeYpEehp2e9kfif14jAPW7Fwg8j4D6bLHIjiSHAo55wRyjOQA4MoUwJ81fMetS0A6bNlCmBzJ78l1SLhZOCfXGYKZ9O20iiHbSLsoigI1RG56iCqoihe/SIntGL9WA9Wa/W2ySasKYz2+gXrI8v+M+d4g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QW0UyuWxb8XJhdAXPk48Qn8VbK8=">AAACGXicbVBLS0JBGJ1rL7OX1bLNkARKKXckqBaC1KalQaagInPHuTo499HMdyO7+Dva9FfatKhoWav+TeMjKOvAwOGc8/HNd5xQCg22/Wkl5uYXFpeSy6mV1bX1jfTm1pUOIsV4lQUyUHWHai6Fz6sgQPJ6qDj1HMlrTv9s5NduuNIi8C9hEPKWR7u+cAWjYKR2mtyW1AFuXke0gwelJriKspgM4+IwS/Z1LkvyKpcn34m7EhTa6YxdsMfAfwmZkgyaotJOvzc7AYs87gOTVOsGsUNoxVSBYJIPU81I85CyPu3yhqE+9bhuxePThnjPKB3sBso8H/BY/TkRU0/rgeeYpEehp2e9kfif14jAPW7Fwg8j4D6bLHIjiSHAo55wRyjOQA4MoUwJ81fMetS0A6bNlCmBzJ78l1SLhZOCfXGYKZ9O20iiHbSLsoigI1RG56iCqoihe/SIntGL9WA9Wa/W2ySasKYz2+gXrI8v+M+d4g==</latexit>
Tr = {(r, s) 2 R2 :  1 < r, s < 1; r + s < 0}
<latexit sha1_base64="C+OgzCCv3lGwTF078nprPgYupX8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="C+OgzCCv3lGwTF078nprPgYupX8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="C+OgzCCv3lGwTF078nprPgYupX8=">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</latexit>
Tp = {(r, s, t) 2 R3 :  1 < r, s, t < 1; r + s < 0; t < 1}








<latexit sha1_base64="A6nhiyLndVuG5lAFz6/leoooQIw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="A6nhiyLndVuG5lAFz6/leoooQIw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="A6nhiyLndVuG5lAFz6/leoooQIw=">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</latexit>
P˜ (↵, )n (⇠)<latexit sha1_base64="NvKW6Zq03Zm9x4D2xz8ARIuiGKU=">AAACCXicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLahASkLARQb0FvXiMYEwgG0PvpJMMzs4uM71iWHL24q948aDi1T/w5t84eRx8FTQUVd10dwWxFIY879OZmZ2bX1jMLGWXV1bX1nMbm1cmSjTHGo9kpBsBGJRCYY0ESWzEGiEMJNaDm7ORX79FbUSkLmkQYyuEnhJdwYGs1M7t+CRkB9PqsK2u04IPMu7Dvh8gQXFY8O9EsZ3LeyVvDPcvKU9Jnk1Rbec+/E7EkxAVcQnGNMteTK0UNAkucZj1E4Mx8BvoYdNSBSGaVjp+ZejuWaXjdiNtS5E7Vr9PpBAaMwgD2xkC9c1vbyT+5zUT6h63UqHihFDxyaJuIl2K3FEubkdo5CQHlgDXwt7q8j5o4GTTy9oQyr9f/ktqB6WTkndxmK+cTtPIsG22ywqszI5YhZ2zKqsxzu7ZI3tmL86D8+S8Om+T1hlnOrPFfsB5/wII+5oG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NvKW6Zq03Zm9x4D2xz8ARIuiGKU=">AAACCXicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLahASkLARQb0FvXiMYEwgG0PvpJMMzs4uM71iWHL24q948aDi1T/w5t84eRx8FTQUVd10dwWxFIY879OZmZ2bX1jMLGWXV1bX1nMbm1cmSjTHGo9kpBsBGJRCYY0ESWzEGiEMJNaDm7ORX79FbUSkLmkQYyuEnhJdwYGs1M7t+CRkB9PqsK2u04IPMu7Dvh8gQXFY8O9EsZ3LeyVvDPcvKU9Jnk1Rbec+/E7EkxAVcQnGNMteTK0UNAkucZj1E4Mx8BvoYdNSBSGaVjp+ZejuWaXjdiNtS5E7Vr9PpBAaMwgD2xkC9c1vbyT+5zUT6h63UqHihFDxyaJuIl2K3FEubkdo5CQHlgDXwt7q8j5o4GTTy9oQyr9f/ktqB6WTkndxmK+cTtPIsG22ywqszI5YhZ2zKqsxzu7ZI3tmL86D8+S8Om+T1hlnOrPFfsB5/wII+5oG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NvKW6Zq03Zm9x4D2xz8ARIuiGKU=">AAACCXicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLahASkLARQb0FvXiMYEwgG0PvpJMMzs4uM71iWHL24q948aDi1T/w5t84eRx8FTQUVd10dwWxFIY879OZmZ2bX1jMLGWXV1bX1nMbm1cmSjTHGo9kpBsBGJRCYY0ESWzEGiEMJNaDm7ORX79FbUSkLmkQYyuEnhJdwYGs1M7t+CRkB9PqsK2u04IPMu7Dvh8gQXFY8O9EsZ3LeyVvDPcvKU9Jnk1Rbec+/E7EkxAVcQnGNMteTK0UNAkucZj1E4Mx8BvoYdNSBSGaVjp+ZejuWaXjdiNtS5E7Vr9PpBAaMwgD2xkC9c1vbyT+5zUT6h63UqHihFDxyaJuIl2K3FEubkdo5CQHlgDXwt7q8j5o4GTTy9oQyr9f/ktqB6WTkndxmK+cTtPIsG22ywqszI5YhZ2zKqsxzu7ZI3tmL86D8+S8Om+T1hlnOrPFfsB5/wII+5oG</latexit>
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simple recurrence relation for Jacobi polynomials, cf.  Hesthaven, 
Gottlieb & Gottlieb (2007). The modal basis for prism element eq. (20) 
have a mixed polynomial order  in the horizontal plane and 
polynomial order  in the vertical. The basis for triangular elements is 
obtained by omitting the vertical polynomial dependence. The model is 
implemented to be able to tune the orders of the approximations to 
balance accuracy and efficiency needs for concrete applications. The 
curvilinear elements that are used to represent the semi-circular parts of 
the FPSO hull are parametrized as described in Canuto, Hussaini, 
Quarteroni & Zang (2006). The prism elements that share a top face 
with the free surface use a curvilinear representation for this face and 
the inner nodes are adjusted using transfinite interpolation in the 





We employ GMSH due to Geuzaine & Remacle (2009) for mesh 
generation by defining the numerical wave tank and taking into account 
the surface of the FPSO in a 2D layer defined at the bottom of the 
FPSO. This 2D mesh surface is extruded to the still water level while 
accounting for the FPSO body. Another layer is obtained by extruding 
to the bathymetry to the . In this way, two prismatic layers are 
obtained, one that captures the FPSO geometry and one layer below the 
FPSO. The physical wave tank has dimensions 35.5 m long with a 
width of 15.5 m. We setup the numerical wave tank with a reduced to 
size 12 m times 8 m, with a wave maker of size 1.63 m (distance from 
left boundary to WG1) in first part of the domain and a long sponge 
layer of 10.40 m in the last part that can effectively dampen all the 
harmonics of the wave group. The volumetric mesh for the NWT with 
the FPSO hull is illustrated in Fig. 2.  
 
 
Figure 2. Illustration of an unstructured mesh for the Numerical Wave 
Tank with the FPSO representation. The mesh generated consists of 
two vertical layers of prismatic elements inside the numerical wave 
tank. A thin upper layer has thickness corresponding to the draft of the 
FPSO. This layer includes a representation of the FPSO surface.  
 
The mesh consists of 12440 prism elements and hereof 6208 triangular 
elements in the free surface layer. The mesh is adjusted ad hoc in the 
SEM solver where the FPSO surface is automatically detected and the 
semi-circular front and back of the FPSO is represented using 
curvilinear prismatic elements in the upper layer, cf. Fig. 3. The 
computations reported in this paper are all based on using elements 
with polynomial orders  = 5 in horizontal directions and  = 3 in the 
vertical direction. This resolution has been chosen to balance accuracy 
and efficiency needs to deliver the results presented for the submission. 
 
DESIGN FOCUSED WAVE GROUP 
 
A focused wave group is in the original experiment determined using 
New Wave theory due to Tromans, Anatürk & Hagameijer (1991) and 
is based on a JONSWAP spectrum with parameters (CCP-WSI ID 
13BT1) A= 0.09363 m, Tp = 1.362 s, h = 2.93 m, Hs = 0.103 m, kA = 
0.21. Out of the Part I experiments this corresponds to the most 
nonlinear wave group. 
 
Figure 3. Top-view illustration of the unstructured mesh in upper layer 
with a few curvilinear iso-parametric prism elements of polynomial 
order  = 5 at the semi-circular bow and stern of the FPSO. 
 
In this work, we choose the path to reverse engineer the experimental 
setup by relying on the signal measured in the original experiment and 
reconstructed using a Fourier analysis. This helps reduce the size of the 
domain to not waste computational resources, and to reproduce the 
experiments as close as possible, since the exact wave signal generation 
procedure for the paddle software is not known in detail. We take the 
time series of the free surface elevation measured at WG1 and perform 
a FFT analysis to decompose the signal for the free surface elevation 
into a truncated Fourier representation using N modes matching the 
number of measurements in the time series. From the complex 
coefficients of the FFT series representation, we extract the estimated 
amplitude  and phase  of each harmonic in the series. We verify 
that the signal is reproduced correctly by comparing against the 
measured time series. Then, for each harmonic in the series, we solve 
the dispersion relation  
 
                (22) 
 
iteratively to obtain the wave number  of harmonic mode n given the 
still water depth and angular frequency to estimate the phase speed 
 matching the depth. We keep the modes with wave numbers 
<200 to keep only the M most important longest harmonic 
components and reduce total number of terms (M<N) in the series 
representation for quicker evaluations. These modes are still higher 
resolution than the modes that can be resolved in the wave signal 
represented in the numerical SEM solver, such that it is numerical 
truncation errors that dominates the errors. The numerical resolution 
should be sufficient to resolve free waves of kh<15 to within an 
estimated 2% error in linear dispersion error, cf. Fig. 5b in Engsig-
Karup, Eskilsson & Bigoni (2016). A snapshot of the generated focused 
wave group is seen in Fig. 4. The input wave signal is constructed as a 
linear superposition of the exact linearized regular traveling waves in 
the form for mode n in the truncated series representation 
 
              (23) 
 
The input wave signal is generated in a wave maker zone that begin at 
the western domain boundary of the NWT and end at the position of 
WG1. The input wave signal is generated in this wave maker zone 
k1 + k2
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Ph
<latexit sha1_base64="2GBOC8e7m88vvdudGJJoMLTtkzA=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3S zSbsToQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88miTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSt8LRzdRvPXFtRKIecJzyIKYDJSLBKFrpvtkb9qo1t+7OQJaJV5AaFGj2ql/dfsKymCtkkhrT8dwUg5xqFEzySaWbGZ5SNqID3rFU0ZibIJ+dOiE nVumTKNG2FJKZ+nsip7Ex4zi0nTHFoVn0puJ/XifD6DLIhUoz5IrNF0WZJJiQ6d+kLzRnKMeWUKaFvZWwIdWUoU2nYkPwFl9eJv5Z/aru3p3XGtdFGmU4gmM4BQ8uoAG30AQfGAzgGV7hzZHOi/PufMxbS04xcwh/4Hz+AI+AjYI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2GBOC8e7m88vvdudGJJoMLTtkzA=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3S zSbsToQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88miTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSt8LRzdRvPXFtRKIecJzyIKYDJSLBKFrpvtkb9qo1t+7OQJaJV5AaFGj2ql/dfsKymCtkkhrT8dwUg5xqFEzySaWbGZ5SNqID3rFU0ZibIJ+dOiE nVumTKNG2FJKZ+nsip7Ex4zi0nTHFoVn0puJ/XifD6DLIhUoz5IrNF0WZJJiQ6d+kLzRnKMeWUKaFvZWwIdWUoU2nYkPwFl9eJv5Z/aru3p3XGtdFGmU4gmM4BQ8uoAG30AQfGAzgGV7hzZHOi/PufMxbS04xcwh/4Hz+AI+AjYI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2GBOC8e7m88vvdudGJJoMLTtkzA=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3S zSbsToQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88miTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSt8LRzdRvPXFtRKIecJzyIKYDJSLBKFrpvtkb9qo1t+7OQJaJV5AaFGj2ql/dfsKymCtkkhrT8dwUg5xqFEzySaWbGZ5SNqID3rFU0ZibIJ+dOiE nVumTKNG2FJKZ+nsip7Ex4zi0nTHFoVn0puJ/XifD6DLIhUoz5IrNF0WZJJiQ6d+kLzRnKMeWUKaFvZWwIdWUoU2nYkPwFl9eJv5Z/aru3p3XGtdFGmU4gmM4BQ8uoAG30AQfGAzgGV7hzZHOi/PufMxbS04xcwh/4Hz+AI+AjYI=</latexit>
an
<latexit sha1_base64="GKAnRRGCqw4sDrKWKSO6ImdqVhU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEU G9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsJ+3S3U3Y3Qgl9C948aDi1V/kzX9j0uag1QcDj/dmmJkXJoIb67pfTmVldW19o7pZ29re2d2r7x88mDjVDH0Wi1h3Q2pQcIW+5VZgN9FIZSiwE05uCr/ziNrwWN3baYKBpCPFI86oLSQ6ULVBveE23TnIX+KVpAEl2oP 6Z38Ys1SiskxQY3qem9ggo9pyJnBW66cGE8omdIS9nCoq0QTZ/NYZOcmVIYlinZeyZK7+nMioNGYqw7xTUjs2y14h/uf1UhtdBhlXSWpRscWiKBXExqR4nAy5RmbFNCeUaZ7fStiYaspsHk8Rgrf88l/inzWvmu7deaN1XaZRhSM4hlPw4 AJacAtt8IHBGJ7gBV4d6Tw7b877orXilDOH8AvOxzfnmo2t</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GKAnRRGCqw4sDrKWKSO6ImdqVhU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEU G9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsJ+3S3U3Y3Qgl9C948aDi1V/kzX9j0uag1QcDj/dmmJkXJoIb67pfTmVldW19o7pZ29re2d2r7x88mDjVDH0Wi1h3Q2pQcIW+5VZgN9FIZSiwE05uCr/ziNrwWN3baYKBpCPFI86oLSQ6ULVBveE23TnIX+KVpAEl2oP 6Z38Ys1SiskxQY3qem9ggo9pyJnBW66cGE8omdIS9nCoq0QTZ/NYZOcmVIYlinZeyZK7+nMioNGYqw7xTUjs2y14h/uf1UhtdBhlXSWpRscWiKBXExqR4nAy5RmbFNCeUaZ7fStiYaspsHk8Rgrf88l/inzWvmu7deaN1XaZRhSM4hlPw4 AJacAtt8IHBGJ7gBV4d6Tw7b877orXilDOH8AvOxzfnmo2t</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GKAnRRGCqw4sDrKWKSO6ImdqVhU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEU G9FLx4rGFtoQ9lsJ+3S3U3Y3Qgl9C948aDi1V/kzX9j0uag1QcDj/dmmJkXJoIb67pfTmVldW19o7pZ29re2d2r7x88mDjVDH0Wi1h3Q2pQcIW+5VZgN9FIZSiwE05uCr/ziNrwWN3baYKBpCPFI86oLSQ6ULVBveE23TnIX+KVpAEl2oP 6Z38Ys1SiskxQY3qem9ggo9pyJnBW66cGE8omdIS9nCoq0QTZ/NYZOcmVIYlinZeyZK7+nMioNGYqw7xTUjs2y14h/uf1UhtdBhlXSWpRscWiKBXExqR4nAy5RmbFNCeUaZ7fStiYaspsHk8Rgrf88l/inzWvmu7deaN1XaZRhSM4hlPw4 AJacAtt8IHBGJ7gBV4d6Tw7b877orXilDOH8AvOxzfnmo2t</latexit>
✏n






<latexit sha1_base64="DAJ3MkzqsIRHlTki4G1gn/s063U=">AAACG3icbVBNSwMxFMz6WetX1aOXYBH0UrZVUA9C0YvHCtYK3bpk02wbmk3W5K1Qlv0hXvwrX jyoeBI8+G/Mtj1odSAwzMzj5U0QC27Adb+cmdm5+YXFwlJxeWV1bb20sXltVKIpa1IllL4JiGGCS9YEDoLdxJqRKBCsFQzOc791z7ThSl7BMGadiPQkDzklYCW/dDDwZR+fYs/caUi9UBOaeipiPeLL21qW9rI8cFvzqIL+Xs73M79UdivuCPgvqU5IGU3Q8EsfXlfRJGISqCDGtKtuDJ2UaOBUsKzoJYbFhA5Ij7UtlSRippOOjsvwrlW 6OFTaPgl4pP6cSElkzDAKbDIi0DfTXi7+57UTCI87KZdxAkzS8aIwERgUzpvCXa4ZBTG0hFDN7V8x7RNbENg+i7aE6vTJf0mzVjmpuJeH5frZpI0C2kY7aA9V0RGqowvUQE1E0QN6Qi/o1Xl0np03530cnXEmM1voF5zPb60xofM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DAJ3MkzqsIRHlTki4G1gn/s063U=">AAACG3icbVBNSwMxFMz6WetX1aOXYBH0UrZVUA9C0YvHCtYK3bpk02wbmk3W5K1Qlv0hXvwrX jyoeBI8+G/Mtj1odSAwzMzj5U0QC27Adb+cmdm5+YXFwlJxeWV1bb20sXltVKIpa1IllL4JiGGCS9YEDoLdxJqRKBCsFQzOc791z7ThSl7BMGadiPQkDzklYCW/dDDwZR+fYs/caUi9UBOaeipiPeLL21qW9rI8cFvzqIL+Xs73M79UdivuCPgvqU5IGU3Q8EsfXlfRJGISqCDGtKtuDJ2UaOBUsKzoJYbFhA5Ij7UtlSRippOOjsvwrlW 6OFTaPgl4pP6cSElkzDAKbDIi0DfTXi7+57UTCI87KZdxAkzS8aIwERgUzpvCXa4ZBTG0hFDN7V8x7RNbENg+i7aE6vTJf0mzVjmpuJeH5frZpI0C2kY7aA9V0RGqowvUQE1E0QN6Qi/o1Xl0np03530cnXEmM1voF5zPb60xofM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DAJ3MkzqsIRHlTki4G1gn/s063U=">AAACG3icbVBNSwMxFMz6WetX1aOXYBH0UrZVUA9C0YvHCtYK3bpk02wbmk3W5K1Qlv0hXvwrX jyoeBI8+G/Mtj1odSAwzMzj5U0QC27Adb+cmdm5+YXFwlJxeWV1bb20sXltVKIpa1IllL4JiGGCS9YEDoLdxJqRKBCsFQzOc791z7ThSl7BMGadiPQkDzklYCW/dDDwZR+fYs/caUi9UBOaeipiPeLL21qW9rI8cFvzqIL+Xs73M79UdivuCPgvqU5IGU3Q8EsfXlfRJGISqCDGtKtuDJ2UaOBUsKzoJYbFhA5Ij7UtlSRippOOjsvwrlW 6OFTaPgl4pP6cSElkzDAKbDIi0DfTXi7+57UTCI87KZdxAkzS8aIwERgUzpvCXa4ZBTG0hFDN7V8x7RNbENg+i7aE6vTJf0mzVjmpuJeH5frZpI0C2kY7aA9V0RGqowvUQE1E0QN6Qi/o1Xl0np03530cnXEmM1voF5zPb60xofM=</latexit>
kn
<latexit sha1_base64="1FgIRrcQal3sTGXXykS+3DQfsls=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3Sz SbsToQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88miTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSt8LRzdRvPXFtRKIecJzyIKYDJSLBKFrpftRTvWrNrbszkGXiFaQGBZq96le3n7As5gqZpMZ0PDfFIKcaBZN8UulmhqeUjeiAdyxVNOYmyGenTsiJV fokSrQthWSm/p7IaWzMOA5tZ0xxaBa9qfif18kwugxyodIMuWLzRVEmCSZk+jfpC80ZyrEllGlhbyVsSDVlaNOp2BC8xZeXiX9Wv6q7d+e1xnWRRhmO4BhOwYMLaMAtNMEHBgN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H/PWklPMHMIfOJ8/wZmNow==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1FgIRrcQal3sTGXXykS+3DQfsls=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3Sz SbsToQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88miTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSt8LRzdRvPXFtRKIecJzyIKYDJSLBKFrpftRTvWrNrbszkGXiFaQGBZq96le3n7As5gqZpMZ0PDfFIKcaBZN8UulmhqeUjeiAdyxVNOYmyGenTsiJV fokSrQthWSm/p7IaWzMOA5tZ0xxaBa9qfif18kwugxyodIMuWLzRVEmCSZk+jfpC80ZyrEllGlhbyVsSDVlaNOp2BC8xZeXiX9Wv6q7d+e1xnWRRhmO4BhOwYMLaMAtNMEHBgN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H/PWklPMHMIfOJ8/wZmNow==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1FgIRrcQal3sTGXXykS+3DQfsls=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3Sz SbsToQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88miTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSt8LRzdRvPXFtRKIecJzyIKYDJSLBKFrpftRTvWrNrbszkGXiFaQGBZq96le3n7As5gqZpMZ0PDfFIKcaBZN8UulmhqeUjeiAdyxVNOYmyGenTsiJV fokSrQthWSm/p7IaWzMOA5tZ0xxaBa9qfif18kwugxyodIMuWLzRVEmCSZk+jfpC80ZyrEllGlhbyVsSDVlaNOp2BC8xZeXiX9Wv6q7d+e1xnWRRhmO4BhOwYMLaMAtNMEHBgN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H/PWklPMHMIfOJ8/wZmNow==</latexit>
cn = !n/kn
<latexit sha1_base64="doyoFCZueoVFXJeXDbTVDEPuifM=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV42vWJduBovgqqYiqAuh6MZlBWMLbQiT6aQdOo8wM xFL6K+4caHi1i9x5984abPQ6oELh3Pu5d574pRRbXz/y6ksLa+srlXX3Y3Nre0db7d2r2WmMAmwZFJ1Y6QJo4IEhhpGuqkiiMeMdOLxdeF3HojSVIo7M0lJyNFQ0IRiZKwUeTUcicu+5GSIInE8joTrRl7db/gzwL+kWZI6KNGOvM/+QOKME2EwQ1r3mn5qwhwpQzEjU7efaZIiPEZD0rNUIE50mM9un8 JDqwxgIpUtYeBM/TmRI671hMe2kyMz0oteIf7n9TKTnIc5FWlmiMDzRUnGoJGwCAIOqCLYsIklCCtqb4V4hBTCxsZVhNBcfPkvCU4aFw3/9rTeuirTqIJ9cACOQBOcgRa4AW0QAAwewRN4Aa/O1Hl23pz3eWvFKWf2wC84H9/+KJNM</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="doyoFCZueoVFXJeXDbTVDEPuifM=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV42vWJduBovgqqYiqAuh6MZlBWMLbQiT6aQdOo8wM xFL6K+4caHi1i9x5984abPQ6oELh3Pu5d574pRRbXz/y6ksLa+srlXX3Y3Nre0db7d2r2WmMAmwZFJ1Y6QJo4IEhhpGuqkiiMeMdOLxdeF3HojSVIo7M0lJyNFQ0IRiZKwUeTUcicu+5GSIInE8joTrRl7db/gzwL+kWZI6KNGOvM/+QOKME2EwQ1r3mn5qwhwpQzEjU7efaZIiPEZD0rNUIE50mM9un8 JDqwxgIpUtYeBM/TmRI671hMe2kyMz0oteIf7n9TKTnIc5FWlmiMDzRUnGoJGwCAIOqCLYsIklCCtqb4V4hBTCxsZVhNBcfPkvCU4aFw3/9rTeuirTqIJ9cACOQBOcgRa4AW0QAAwewRN4Aa/O1Hl23pz3eWvFKWf2wC84H9/+KJNM</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="doyoFCZueoVFXJeXDbTVDEPuifM=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV42vWJduBovgqqYiqAuh6MZlBWMLbQiT6aQdOo8wM xFL6K+4caHi1i9x5984abPQ6oELh3Pu5d574pRRbXz/y6ksLa+srlXX3Y3Nre0db7d2r2WmMAmwZFJ1Y6QJo4IEhhpGuqkiiMeMdOLxdeF3HojSVIo7M0lJyNFQ0IRiZKwUeTUcicu+5GSIInE8joTrRl7db/gzwL+kWZI6KNGOvM/+QOKME2EwQ1r3mn5qwhwpQzEjU7efaZIiPEZD0rNUIE50mM9un8 JDqwxgIpUtYeBM/TmRI671hMe2kyMz0oteIf7n9TKTnIc5FWlmiMDzRUnGoJGwCAIOqCLYsIklCCtqb4V4hBTCxsZVhNBcfPkvCU4aFw3/9rTeuirTqIJ9cACOQBOcgRa4AW0QAAwewRN4Aa/O1Hl23pz3eWvFKWf2wC84H9/+KJNM</latexit>
kn
<latexit sha1_base64="1FgIRrcQal3sTGXXykS+3DQfsls=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3Sz SbsToQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88miTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSt8LRzdRvPXFtRKIecJzyIKYDJSLBKFrpftRTvWrNrbszkGXiFaQGBZq96le3n7As5gqZpMZ0PDfFIKcaBZN8UulmhqeUjeiAdyxVNOYmyGenTsiJV fokSrQthWSm/p7IaWzMOA5tZ0xxaBa9qfif18kwugxyodIMuWLzRVEmCSZk+jfpC80ZyrEllGlhbyVsSDVlaNOp2BC8xZeXiX9Wv6q7d+e1xnWRRhmO4BhOwYMLaMAtNMEHBgN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H/PWklPMHMIfOJ8/wZmNow==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1FgIRrcQal3sTGXXykS+3DQfsls=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3Sz SbsToQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88miTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSt8LRzdRvPXFtRKIecJzyIKYDJSLBKFrpftRTvWrNrbszkGXiFaQGBZq96le3n7As5gqZpMZ0PDfFIKcaBZN8UulmhqeUjeiAdyxVNOYmyGenTsiJV fokSrQthWSm/p7IaWzMOA5tZ0xxaBa9qfif18kwugxyodIMuWLzRVEmCSZk+jfpC80ZyrEllGlhbyVsSDVlaNOp2BC8xZeXiX9Wv6q7d+e1xnWRRhmO4BhOwYMLaMAtNMEHBgN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H/PWklPMHMIfOJ8/wZmNow==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1FgIRrcQal3sTGXXykS+3DQfsls=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG9FLx4rGltoQ9lsN+3Sz SbsToQS+hO8eFDx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h88miTTjPsskYluh9RwKRT3UaDk7VRzGoeSt8LRzdRvPXFtRKIecJzyIKYDJSLBKFrpftRTvWrNrbszkGXiFaQGBZq96le3n7As5gqZpMZ0PDfFIKcaBZN8UulmhqeUjeiAdyxVNOYmyGenTsiJV fokSrQthWSm/p7IaWzMOA5tZ0xxaBa9qfif18kwugxyodIMuWLzRVEmCSZk+jfpC80ZyrEllGlhbyVsSDVlaNOp2BC8xZeXiX9Wv6q7d+e1xnWRRhmO4BhOwYMLaMAtNMEHBgN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H/PWklPMHMIfOJ8/wZmNow==</latexit>
⌘n(x, t) = an cos(!nt  knx+ ✏n)
 n(x, t) =  ancn cosh(knh)
sinh(knh)
sin(!nt  knx+ ✏n)
<latexit sha1_base64="GRvMcIF3ivQ0IhfKQi36t64qvRk=">AAACcXicbVFNaxsxENVu0nxs2sRJyaWFVsQ02CQx6xBoeyiE9pJjCnUTsIzRyrNeY a20SLMhZvEP6N/rrb+il/6Aah03NE4GJN68mTeSnpJCSYdx/CsIV1afra1vbEZbz19s7zR29747U1oBPWGUsdcJd6Ckhh5KVHBdWOB5ouAqmXyp61c3YJ00+htOCxjkfKxlKgVHTw0bPxggH+rW7TG2Dz95xIRxLWZyGPuE4snE77dHDAonlRfoNmMRKzJ5rznxfcLrUstFVauzltdk7VnFnNT/khovjX0wNYqGjWb ciedBH4PuAjTJIi6HjZ9sZESZg0ahuHP9blzgoOIWpVAwi1jpoOBiwsfQ91DzHNygmls2o+88M6KpsX5ppHP2f0XFc+emeeI7c46ZW67V5FO1fonph0EldVEiaHF3UFoqiobW/tORtCBQTT3gwkp/Vyoy7r1D/0u1Cd3lJz8GvdPOx0789ax5/nnhxgZ5TQ5Ii3TJe3JOLsgl6RFBfgf7wZvgbfAnfBXS8OCuNQwWm pfkQYRHfwG7GLuf</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GRvMcIF3ivQ0IhfKQi36t64qvRk=">AAACcXicbVFNaxsxENVu0nxs2sRJyaWFVsQ02CQx6xBoeyiE9pJjCnUTsIzRyrNeY a20SLMhZvEP6N/rrb+il/6Aah03NE4GJN68mTeSnpJCSYdx/CsIV1afra1vbEZbz19s7zR29747U1oBPWGUsdcJd6Ckhh5KVHBdWOB5ouAqmXyp61c3YJ00+htOCxjkfKxlKgVHTw0bPxggH+rW7TG2Dz95xIRxLWZyGPuE4snE77dHDAonlRfoNmMRKzJ5rznxfcLrUstFVauzltdk7VnFnNT/khovjX0wNYqGjWb ciedBH4PuAjTJIi6HjZ9sZESZg0ahuHP9blzgoOIWpVAwi1jpoOBiwsfQ91DzHNygmls2o+88M6KpsX5ppHP2f0XFc+emeeI7c46ZW67V5FO1fonph0EldVEiaHF3UFoqiobW/tORtCBQTT3gwkp/Vyoy7r1D/0u1Cd3lJz8GvdPOx0789ax5/nnhxgZ5TQ5Ii3TJe3JOLsgl6RFBfgf7wZvgbfAnfBXS8OCuNQwWm pfkQYRHfwG7GLuf</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GRvMcIF3ivQ0IhfKQi36t64qvRk=">AAACcXicbVFNaxsxENVu0nxs2sRJyaWFVsQ02CQx6xBoeyiE9pJjCnUTsIzRyrNeY a20SLMhZvEP6N/rrb+il/6Aah03NE4GJN68mTeSnpJCSYdx/CsIV1afra1vbEZbz19s7zR29747U1oBPWGUsdcJd6Ckhh5KVHBdWOB5ouAqmXyp61c3YJ00+htOCxjkfKxlKgVHTw0bPxggH+rW7TG2Dz95xIRxLWZyGPuE4snE77dHDAonlRfoNmMRKzJ5rznxfcLrUstFVauzltdk7VnFnNT/khovjX0wNYqGjWb ciedBH4PuAjTJIi6HjZ9sZESZg0ahuHP9blzgoOIWpVAwi1jpoOBiwsfQ91DzHNygmls2o+88M6KpsX5ppHP2f0XFc+emeeI7c46ZW67V5FO1fonph0EldVEiaHF3UFoqiobW/tORtCBQTT3gwkp/Vyoy7r1D/0u1Cd3lJz8GvdPOx0789ax5/nnhxgZ5TQ5Ii3TJe3JOLsgl6RFBfgf7wZvgbfAnfBXS8OCuNQwWm pfkQYRHfwG7GLuf</latexit>
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through superposition of the truncated Fourier series accounting for the 
phase speed of each component and phase in the measured signal to 
reproduce approximately the signal at WG1. The generated wave group 
propagate freely from the position of WG1 that is at the interface to the 
computational domain to interact with the FPSO hull. The wave group 
is designed to focus at the bow position of the FPSO hull. 
Figure 4. Snapshot of a generated focused wave group inside a 
numerical wave tank used for input signal validation. 
NUMERICAL RESULTS 
The New Wave input signal described in former section is generated in 
a wave generation zone and propagated to the location of the FPSO. To 
validate the setup, the wave is compared to the analytical at the point 
target for focusing. First, we carry out a validation case, where we 
consider the generation of the input wave signal in a wave tank with no 
FPSO. The wave gauge layout for the experiments are illustrated in Fig. 
5. A time step size of  = 0.025 s is used in all simulations. In Fig. 6
we show the generated signals at the position of WG1 in the NWT with 
and without the FPSO hull. These results confirm that signal for the 
free surface elevation is reproduced correctly. We compare the 
simulated wave heights with the measurement of selected WG’s in Fig. 
7 for the Reference setup. The results for the reference setup confirm 
that our setup is in good agreement with the experimental setup in the 
physical wave basin, and that most of the time series measurements are 
reproduced with good accuracy. However, the signal peaks are under 
predicted suggesting that the wave group is under resolved due to lack 
of spatial resolution to capture dispersion correctly for the shortest 
harmonics. This will be investigated in more detail for the conference. 
In a new experiment, we generate the same wave input signal in the 
wave maker zone and extract the measurement according to the layout 
described here when the FPSO is positioned in the NWT. Clearly the 
signal now differs at some WGs, cf. Fig 8 and compare to Fig. 7. 
Especially the WG24 signal has changed due to the presence of the 
FPSO in NWT the that leads to shadowing of the wave group and wave 
scattering of waves away from the hull during the impact of the wave 
group. The objective is to contribute with refined results to the blind 
test experiment Part I of the Collaborative Computational Project in 
Wave Structure Interaction (CCP-WSI) initiative (https://www.ccp-
wsi.ac.uk/) for a comparison among several wave simulation tools at 
ISOPE 2018. 
Figure 5. Experimental layout of wave gauges in the FROTH project. 
We report here the results for the free surface run-up on the hull of the 
FPSO and surface elevations. The measurements reported here are 
taken at positions at the bow of the FPSO using WG16 and WG17, the 
stern of the FPSO using WG24, and in the vicinity of the FPSO using 
WG7. In Fig. 7, we compare the reference measurements for a NWT 
without the FPSO. In Fig 8, we compare the computed results with the 
reference measurements to highlight differences that result from the 
presence of the FPSO and leads to wave scattering caused by 
diffraction of the nonlinear waves interacting with the hull that 
influence the propagating focused wave group. 
We highlight that the stabilised SEM-FNPF model presented here 
represents a new solver approach that can be seen as an efficient 
alternative to much more computationally expensive CFD simulators 
based on Navier-Stokes equations in line with the review given in Ma 
& Yan (2009). The proof-of-concept simulations presented have been 
run on a CPU using sequential but vectorized code for Matlab v17a 
with CPU timings up to 4.5 days. We have highlighted how the 
proposed SEM-FNPF modelling approach is well suited for wave 
propagation simulation that interacts with arbitrarily shaped bodies 
where breaking does not occur. 
Figure 6. Wave gauge 1 (WG1) measurements comparison for NWT 
with FPSO. WG1 is the measurement signal (Experiment) reproduced 
in the wave maker zone. The time is started at t=38s of the 
measurement signal and corresponds to t=0s in the computed results. 
CONCLUSIONS 
We have proposed a new spectral element model SEM-FNPF for the 
spatial discretization of FNPF equations. Through direct discretization 
of the Laplace equation together with the introduction of curvilinear 
elements in the free surface elements, it is possible handle nonlinear 
wave-body interactions. This approach gives the necessary flexibility to 
describe fixed (and moving bodies), however requires adaptive mesh 
updates that may add additional cost to the numerical efficiency over 
-transformed modelling approach. We have considered the case of a 
fixed surface-piercing body in the form of a FPSO hull and compared 
to reference measurements for focused wave groups generated from an 
irregular series that defines a focused wave group from a random sea 
state. The comparison of the numerical results in the reference setup, 
show excellent agreement with the input signal generated as expected, 
and also good agreement with the wave gauge measurements 
positioned later in the numerical wave tank. Due to the linear 
superposition of harmonics obtained from the FFT analysis, we expect 
some errors in the wave maker zone not accounted for in the analysis as 
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a result of the nonlinear wave propagation. The computed results for 
the setup where a FPSO is present, shows that the wave scattering 
changes the signals, which is most pronounced at the stern of the FPSO. 
In ongoing work, the proposed new SEM-FNPF model will be prepared 
for handling also freely moving structures of relevance for applications 
in marine renewable energy and prepared for large-scale simulations 
using high-performance computing. 
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Figure 7. Wave Gauge measurements comparison for NWT in 
reference setup (without FPSO). The time is started at t=38s of the 
measurement signal and corresponds to t=0s in the figures. 
Figure 8. Compute Wave Gauge measurements for NWT with FPSO. 
The time is started at t=38s of the measurement signal and corresponds 
to t=0s in the figures. 
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Figure 9. Snapshots of the free surface in vicinity of the FPSO hull. The impacting wave group is propagating from left to right along the FPSO hull. 
The indicated times match those of the original experiments. The scale is 1:1 matching the experimental setup. 
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